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LE ARN IN G

FIRST
Purpose-Built
How often do you ask yourself, “Why are we doing this?” in response to an initiative at work, or at
the PTA, or any other volunteer organization? How often did you ask yourself that during your formal
schooling? I think most of us would say pretty often. I recall my high schoolyears as being largely a
contest between my boredom in class and my curiosity outside of it. Luckily for me my curiosity won.
Most schools miss the opportunity to harness the power of purpose that all of us are born with and that
most schooling drains out of us one way or another over the years. As Darrow evolves programs and
teaching styles built more and more around purpose, I hear fewer and fewer students ask, “Why are
we doing this?” and I feel proud.
I’m proud of our hardworking faculty who, despite packed schedules, find the energy to create
irresistible invitations to learning by focusing on purpose and inspiration. Daniel Pink’s book Drive
(Riverhead Books, 2011) spells out three factors that inform our motivation. We are all driven by the
desire to achieve mastery, experience autonomy in our work, and enjoy a sense that our efforts
improve something larger than ourselves—also known as a sense of purpose. The resource of purpose
is especially rich at Darrow. Our site inherited it from the Shakers and it has infused our thought and
action each day for the last 86 years.
Purpose informs our current capital campaign, Designing Darrow, by bringing into being spaces to
catalyze connection and learning. Purpose informs our strategic plan by focusing both on college
preparation and also on giving students a life-sized education, one grounded in solving problems of
consequence. We equip our graduates to be relevant, to show leadership, and to create opportunity in
the quickly changing work world they are about to enter.
I’m proud of how Darrow remains purpose-built and intentional in every way. I love how this stance
links us to our Shaker heritage. I’m inspired by how today’s high schoolers, more than previous
generations, expect purpose-built education and find it on this Mountainside. I hope you are proud,
too, and I encourage you to send in your thoughts on how we can build purpose even more fully into
the fabric of the Darrow experience.
Thanks for reading and keep in touch.

SIMON HOLZAPFEL
HEAD OF SCHOOL
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1 	Kweku Wooten ’20 takes in his first experience of candles around
Tannery Pond at Convocation in September.
2 	At the start of the school year, thanks to the generosity of Trustee Mark
Russell ’73, Darrow welcomed Michael G. Thompson, Ph.D., to speak at
the faculty in-service. Dr. Thompson is an internationally known consultant,
author, and psychologist specializing in children and families. He has
worked in more than 700 schools across the United States, as well as in
international schools in Central America, Europe, Africa, and Asia.
3
Physics students test the Angry Birds slingshots they designed and
constructed in September as an experiment in projectile motion,
trajectories, and flight paths. From left: Mira Sneirson ’18, Will Peltz
Smalley ’18, Evan Fuller ’19, Naomi Silverman ’19, Peter Cholnoky ’18
(kneeling), and Max Sidell ’18
4
Houseparent, academic mentor, and coach Dan Alvord (left) tracks down
Luke Gore ’18 during November’s senior-faculty soccer game. The game
ended in a 4–4 tie.
5
Ivan Alizakhov ’21 gets a lift from Louis Roberts ’18 while apple picking for
Hands-to-Work in September.
6
Student Body Co-president Sam LaPell ’18 gets his purple on during Mocktober Fest activities. Photo by Jade Ling Garstang ’18, Advancement Photo
Prefect
7
In January, Head of School Simon Holzapfel (left) and Director of Facilities
Jim Bennett P’09, ’11 (center) awarded Chip Peterson a Shaker utility stool
to commemorate his 30 years of service to Darrow’s Facilities Department.
8
In October, NPR correspondent and historian Setsuko Winchester (left),
and her husband, New York Times bestselling author Simon Winchester,
spoke with students and faculty about Setsuko’s Freedom from Fear/
Yellow Bowl Project, which combines photography and ceramics to
convey the history of Japanese internment camps during WWII.
9
Members of the Advancement Office, Sarah Frederick, Associate
Director of Annual Fund and Event Coordinator (left), and Amanda Chase,
Advancement Associate, terrified the Mountainside on Halloween with
their brilliant rendition of the twins from the horror classic, The Shining.
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CLASSROOM

Winterm: Learning Experienced

From left: Joseph LaPell ’21 constructs a model bridge which he will test to determine its weight-load capacity; Neshima Vitale-Penniman ’21 sews fabric that will be
used to create a line of clothing; Will Peltz Smalley ’18 builds a drone from scratch; Eva Strickman ’19 paints one of a series of designs as part of a large-scale mural.

As the educator and philosopher John
Dewey said, “Give the pupils something to
do, not something to learn; and the doing is of
such a nature as to demand thinking; learning
naturally results.”
From January 29–February 2, 2018, Darrow
students closed their books and opened their
minds to a new learning adventure: Winterm.
Conceived and managed by Experiential
Learning Coordinator Catherine Stines, the
weeklong program featured an immersive
educational experience completely studentled and student-driven. Individually or in
groups, students designed their own topics
of study, and using design thinking, worked
to create prototypes of their work to illustrate
their learning over the course of the week.
Winterm culminated in a day of reflection and
community celebration, as faculty and visitors
viewed the students’ completed work.
The range of projects undertaken by the
students was as eclectic as the students
themselves: building a forge, researching and
creating a documentary about the Shakers,
building a drone from scratch, modifying a
Honda Civic, recording an EP, filming a commercial for a reality cooking show, creating a

6
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“Their projects were truly
meaningful to them, in a way
that continues to develop them
as learners.”

—Catherine Stines

guide to ending misogyny, making paper from
plants, designing a line of clothing, and more.
“It was a huge success,” Stines said. “Winterm provided students an opportunity for
supported independence, differentiated depending on individual needs, and an opportunity to engage in purposeful creativity as they
produced something valuable to themselves
and the world.” As they gained experience
in design thinking and 21st-century skills like
communication, collaboration, creativity, problem solving, and critical-thinking, they also
transcended traditional barriers between academic subjects, she said. “Their projects were
meaningful to them, in a way that continues to
develop them as learners.”
“The most important factor behind the
success of Winterm was student agency,”
said Mika Saarela, Director of Studies. “The
students had a chance to engage in a type

of learning they wouldn’t normally encounter
in a classroom. They used that opportunity to
explore things that really moved them and,
as a result, we saw an extremely high level of
engagement throughout the week.”
Teachers, Saarela said, also benefitted by
witnessing student engagement and gleaning
ideas about how to incorporate an experiential approach into their classrooms.
For Faith Jackson ’21, Winterm was an
experience in seeking answers and finding
more questions. Originally intending to do a
project about clothes in general, she began
talking with students and faculty about how
clothing can be used to form perceptions of
others. It soon took on a different tone.
“I learned that things can change pretty
quickly,” she said. “I talked to different people
and asked them about labels, and about
judging people by what they were wearing.
I had different articles of clothing and said
to people, ‘If I walked up to you in this outfit,
what would you think of me?’ ”
By the time Faith was ready to display her
project, she had changed the title to Clothing:
An Enigma. “I learned that there isn’t always a
single answer to the questions,” she said.

ON
CA M P U S

Return of Digging Darrow
Third excavation will be supported by National Geographic and veterans group
The U.K. archaeology firm Dig
Ventures announced in February 2018
the launch of an excavation project at
Darrow School in partnership with the
U.S.-based charity American Veterans
Archaeological Recovery (AVAR), and
supported by an education grant from
the National Geographic Society.
DigVentures began the crowd-funded project known as Digging Darrow
in 2013, the first systematic excavation
of Mount Lebanon, the largest and
most important Shaker settlement in
the U.S. DigVentures returned in June
2017 for a second excavation, unearthing objects like ink pots, eyeglasses,
cookware, bottles, agricultural implements, and more, giving remarkable
insights into the lives of the Shakers
who settled and lived on the site, and
those who came after.
From May 22 to June 3, 2018,
DigVentures will return to Darrow to
conduct additional landscape surveys
and excavations in an effort to reveal
new evidence about the site, said Lisa
Westcott-Wilkins, Managing Director
of DigVentures. In this effort, she said,
they will be supported by a first-of-its
kind initiative in the U.S. with American
Veterans Archaeological Recovery
(AVAR), an organization dedicated to
helping American military veterans
with disabilities transition to civilian life
through participation in archaeological
excavations. Led by veterans Stephen
Humphreys and Mark Reed, AVAR will
work with serving soldiers from Fort
Drum in Jefferson County, New York,
and local veterans to train them in
transferable skills, as well as deliver
mental and physical well-being through
teamwork and social activities.

LEARN MORE

In June 2017, DigVentures led their second excavation in an area next to Ann Lee, which
unearthed dozes of Shaker relics, including tools, a mill stone, bottle fragments and more.

“The Shakers founded one of the
most intriguing social and religious
movements in American history, and
Darrow is the most significant site for
the study of that movement, so the
research is already very exciting,”
Westcott-Wilkins said. “Working with
AVAR will take the project to a whole
new level of significance in terms of
exploring how the training and pastoral
care aspects of the project can provide
positive, measurable change for people.”
Humphreys, co-founder of AVAR,
said, “We could not be happier to
have the support of both the National
Geographic Society and DigVentures
as we continue to use archaeology
to help America’s service personnel
and veterans. This site provides great
archaeology and training opportunities
for our participants.”
Additionally, Darrow School will have
a contingent of ninth-grade students
working on the project as part of their

Spring Term project assignments,
according to Craig Westcott, Assistant
Head of School for Advancement and
External Relations.
DigVentures is inviting anyone inter
ested in supporting work with the soldiers, discovering the past, and working
with the team at Darrow, to crowdfund
the project on their website. In return for
backing, supporters can become part of
the dig team through both exclusive digital access to project data and the opportunity to participate in the May 22–
June 3 excavation. DigVentures’ field
school program is accredited by the
UK’s Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, and has since 2012 trained people
from all over the world in archaeological
field skills and techniques.
Supporters can join the team in the
trenches or the on-site lab, or participate from the comfort of home through
DV’s innovative online app, Digital Dig
Team, which provides up-to-the-minute
news and data from the trenches.

To lend your support to Digging Darrow 2018,
visit www.digventures.com/projects/digging-darrow.
DARROW SCHOOL
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Weekend

October 6–7, 2017
The Mountainside’s colorful landscape was an ideal backdrop for Fall Family
Weekend, which was celebrated with mini-classes by the faculty, Convocation
featuring performances by the Darrow Chorus, student artwork on display in the
Joline Arts Center, and the Darrow Ducks competing in soccer and cross country.

Above: Maddie Nicholson ’18 and John
Nicholson P’18 after Friday night’s exhibition
in the Joline Arts Center
Left: Michelle Hughes P’18, Eliza Hughes
’18, and John Hughes P’18 at Saturday’s
Convocation
Above: Wylie Sansbury ’18 lines up a pass in Boys Varsity
Soccer competition.

Left: Maya Woolridge ’17, Laurie Woolridge
P’17, ’20, and Jared Woolridge ’20 at lunch
in the Student Center following Convocation
Below: The Cross Country team warms up
prior to the Darrow Invitational.

Photos by Steve Ricci
Above (left): John Herrera P’19
experiments with creating colorful flames
in Chemistry mini-class.
Above (right): Maria Nunes P’18 addresses
the audience at Saturday’s Convocation in
the Tannery.

8
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Summer School
Gakko Camps focus on innovation, creativity, and collaboration
This winter, Darrow announced that
the School will host Gakko Summer
Camps in 2018 for two sessions, from
June 24 to July 13, and from July 22 to
August 4.
Gakko—meaning “school” in Japanese—was founded as an innovative,
inclusive, international summer camp
in 2011 by entrepreneur Kenta Koga.
Gakko started in Japan and now operates camps and after-school programs
around the world. With an emphasis
on creativity and collaboration, Gakko
places students and learning at the
center of a rapidly expanding port
folio of programs including music and
technology.
Through 11 camps in six years, the
Gakko Camp Project has impacted
more than 400 individuals from more
than 65 nations. At each camp, a group
of high school students from around
the world collaborates with eight
college-aged mentors from renowned
institutions. Featuring 14 days of immersive and interdisciplinary workshops,
international dialogue, and hands-on
projects, each camp is inspired by the

counselors’ unique disciplines and
the site’s history and philosophy. In a
diverse community of friends and mentors, participants (the “kohai”) build and
take ownership over an “undiscovered

country”—a vibrant camp community
that has never existed before.
For more information, visit www.
gakkoproject.com/camps.

New Faces 2017–18

In summer 2017, Stephanie Boulay was
named Associate Director of Admissions.
With a bachelor of arts from Sacred Heart
University and a master of arts degree in
liberal studies from Wesleyan University,
she has worked at independent boarding
schools throughout the Northeast.

A native of Southern California, Libby Hux
brings experience in college admissions
counseling to her new position as Director
of College Counseling. She has a bachelor
of fine arts from California Institute of the
Arts and a master of fine arts from Bard
College.

In summer 2017, Darrow appointed Maggie
Mailer as the 2017–18 Artist in Residence.
You can read more about Maggie in the
profile on page 16.
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From left: Jai Bully ’19 as Margaret; Daisy Miller ’18 (seated) as Ursula, Walter DunnBarcelona ’21 as Hugh Oatcake, Mickey Mastrianni ’18 as Hero, Mira Sneirson ’18 as
Beatrice, Michael Euquhart ’19 as Titus, Felix Sanchez ’18 as Leonato, and Rachel Yang ’18
as Innogen

So Much Ado!
On November 10 and 11, 2017, the Darrow Theater Workshop staged a dazzling production of William Shakespeare’s
classic comedy, Much Ado About Nothing. The play featured
brilliant performances, stunning costumes, and gorgeous
staging. But the historic milestone for the production was the
addition of a new stage extension, which allowed the cast to
get much closer to the audience and provided a three-dimensional aspect to the performance. Director of Performing Arts
Jennifer Pytleski said she wanted to create an atmosphere in
which the audience could be a part of the world taking place
on the stage. She shared that vision with design director and
production manager Joshua Brown, Spanish teacher, and
with the aid of History Department Chair John Villinski and his
Hands-to-Work carpentry crew, the vision became a reality.

Photos by Steve Ricci
Left: Maddie Nicholson ’18 as Benedick

Left: Tench Cholnoky ’20 as Dogberry, Walter
Dunn-Barcelona ’21 as Hugh Oatcake, and Dylan
Winne ’18 as Verges

See more photos from Much Ado About Nothing
at www.flickr.com/photos/darrowschool.
Above: Mark Mongolio ’18 as Don Pedro,
Felix Sanchez ’18 as Leonato, and Max Sidell
’18 (kneeling) as Claudio
Left: Taylor Carter ’19 as Borachio, Peter
Cholnoky ’18 as Don John, and Simon Herrera ’19 as Conrade
Right: Daisy Miller ’18 as Ursula; Mickey Mastrianni ’18 as Hero; Jai Bully ’19 as Margaret;
Mira Sneirson ’18 as Beatrice; and Rachel
Yang ’18 as Innogen
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Winter Concert 2017

ON
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On Friday, December 8, the Darrow Chorus and Jazz Ensemble welcomed
guest musicians Geoff Cunningham and Carlton Maaia to the Tannery for an
inspirational and electrifying Winter Concert. Under the direction of Music
Director Andy Wrba and Chorus Director Marisa Massery, the evening also
included a sensational rendition of Free Fallin’ in honor of the late Tom Petty,
and a moving finale of Close to the Edge by The Whiskey Treaty Roadshow.
See more photos from the Winter Concert at www.flickr.com/photos/darrowschool.

In a tribute to the Beatles, Solana Russell ’18 (above) solos
with the Jazz Ensemble on Aretha Franklin’s version of
Eleanor Rigby, and Eliza Hughes ’18 (below) leads the
Chorus in Because.

Guest musicians:
Geoff Cunningham
(above) performs
on John Coltrane’s
Mr PC, and Carlton
Maaia (left) played
keyboard on Carol
of the Bells and
John Williams’s
Somewhere in My
Memory
Left: Neshima Vitale-Penniman ’21 plays harp on the
show’s finale, Close to the Edge.

Photos by Steve Ricci

Left: Mark Mongolio ’18 leads The Deliverers in a Free Fallin’ tribute to the
late Tom Petty.
Above: Tony Wang ’21 and the Darrow Chorus on Somewhere in My
Memory

DARROW SCHOOL
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Fall Sports Wrap-up

Varsity Cross Country: Improvement and Promise
The Darrow Varsity Cross Country boys
team started their 2017 season without
four of their top five runners from 2016, and
began the year with a very young inexperienced crew. It was clear from the beginning
the focus for the boys would be on development and improvement. Nevertheless what
they lacked in experience, they made up for
in spirit and determination. Seth Carr ’19 and
Max Powers ’20 were consistently the top
two finishers, with Tony Wang ’21 and Jaskaran Singh ’21 showing promise in their first
year. An early highlight came at the Darrow
Invitational meet during Fall Family Weekend. Seth won the race in dramatic fashion
with a lean at the tape, and the boys young
squad came within a few points of repeating
as champions.
The boys showed strong at the Marvelwood Invitational in October, where the Ducks
placed second out of eight teams. At the Hudson Valley Athletic League (HVAL) championships, they battled the elements and a deep
field to place fifth overall. Seth and Max placed
13th and 20th in a field of 63 runners.
Last year the girls team missed repeating as league champs by the narrowest of
margins, as a strong Oakwood team bested
them by one point. The near miss served as
motivation for the 2017 campaign. Although
they lost some key runners to graduation,
they had reason to be optimistic. All-League
runners Jayme Andres ’18 and Cassidy Roberts ’18 returned, and Crystal Awobue ’19 also
returned after missing the entire 2016 season
due to injury.
The Ducks didn’t wait long to be tested.
After debuting by repeating as champions of
the Faith Christian Invitational in September,
they traveled to Poughkeepsie just five days
later for the Oakwood Invitational, which is
typically one of the most competitive meets
of the season. They did not disappoint. Led
by Cassidy, who gradually moved through the
pack to win going away, the girls claimed the
championship trophy.
12
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Seth Carr ’19 stretches into a first-place
win at the finish line of the Darrow
School Invitational Cross Country meet
at Fall Family Weekend in October.

The Cross Country Girls Varsity won the
Hudson Valley Athletic League 2017
Championship in November. (Front row):
Head of School Simon Holzapfel and
Head Coach Tom Tift; (rear, from left):
Jeri Hautzig ’20, Neshima VitalePenniman ’21, Julia Ordu ’20, Jocelyn
Marden ’19, Cassidy Roberts ’18, Jayme
Andres ’18, Willow Covendecker ’21,
Crystal Awobue ’19, Anooshah Minhas ’19,
and Rianna Young ’20

As they continued to improve throughout
the season they added first place wins at October’s New York Military Academy and Marvelwood Invitationals—with Crystal taking the
individual honors for both. They were ready
for the HVAL championship, and when the big
day came, it was a thrilling sight to see Crystal, Cassidy, and Jayme round the final turn
well ahead of the field. They swept the first
three places in that order, with Willow Covendecker ’20 and Julia Ordu ’20 also in the
top 10 to earn All-League honors and clinch a
dominating team victory. The girls finished the
season undefeated in league play and never
lower than second in any invitational.
The icing on the cake of success came one
week later when Faith Christian Academy
hosted the HVAL Divisional Championships,

where team and individual competition was
held for each grade. Among the Darrow boys’
highlights were Jaskaran and Tony placing
second and third, respectively, for the freshman division, and Max taking the silver medal
for the sophomore division. Seth took third
for the juniors and Braden Arnold ’18 took
third for the seniors.
The girls had another dominating performance at the HVALs, sweeping the four
individual class championships. Willow won
the freshman division, with Neshima VitalePenniman ’21 third; Julia, and Rhianna Young
’20 finished one-two in the sophomore division; Crystal finished with the fastest overall
time yet again, claiming the junior title; and
Cassidy and Jayme took first and second in
the senior class.

Soccer Finishes Strong with a Playoff Win
Darrow 2017 soccer season was
full of dynamic play from the largest
team the Ducks have fielded in recent
history.
Senior captains Marco Amantini
’18, Henry Cowherd ’18, and four-year
player Sam LaPell ’18 led the team
through a hard-fought season. Finishing with a record of 5–9, they made
the Hudson Valley Athletic League
(HVAL) playoffs in November and
scored a quarterfinal win against New
York Military Academy and semifinal
loss to the eventual league champion,
Storm King School.
Luke Gore ’18, Marco, and Henry
were named to the HVAL All-League
First Team, with Jared Woolridge ’20,
Vincent Liang ’18, Jaideep Lalli ’21,
and Taylor Xu ’18 receiving HVAL AllLeague Second Team honors,
As the Ducks’ leading scorer, Luke
was also recognized as a Western
New England Prep School Soccer
Association All-Star.
In their first year coaching soccer at
Darrow, Coaches Andy Wrba and Joe
Paradis noted the pleasure of working
with such an energetic team, and recognized the leadership and support of
the 12 seniors.
Royanne Jordao ‘18 and Sam were
especially pivotal in this role as they
each received the Coaches’ Award.
Marco was also recognized as an
essential team member, earning the
Most Outstanding Player Award as
central midfielder and a leader both
on and off the pitch.
As the program looks toward next
year, said Coach Wrba, they will be
relying heavily on the efforts of Most
Improved Player, goalie Evan Fuller
’19, central midfielder Jaideep Lalli ’21,
and many other developing players for
Darrow Soccer.

Luke Gore ’18 (left) was the leading scorer on the Boys Varsity Soccer team and was also named a Western
New England Prep School Association All-Star.

Returning players like junior Evan Fuller ’19, who had an excellent first year in goal, will be counted on to
lead a developing soccer squad for the Ducks.
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Kate Johansen: Unconditional Positive Regard
A typical boarding school day often
involves a lot of venting, a fair amount of conflict, and occasionally tears. At Darrow, many
of those emotional matters land squarely on
the desk of Dean of Students Kate Johansen.
“Because of my counseling background,
the thing I most rely on is the ability to be
present. It is my job and my goal to be present
with kids, where they are, and when they
need me to be,” she said. “Whether it’s a
conversation about them getting into trouble,
or about getting in an argument with a roommate, or maybe being dumped by someone
they were dating, the most important thing
that I can offer is presence, an ability to listen
and be actively engaged.”
That presence and engagement, she said,
is known in the counseling field as unconditional positive regard, a skill and a passion the
Portland, Oregon, native first discovered and
honed in seminary school at Andover Newton
Theological School. After earning a bachelor
of arts in history from the University of Puget
Sound, she received a masters in psychology
and religion from Andover Newton in 2007
and then received a post-masters certificate
in clinical pastoral counseling from Seattle
University in 2011.
Following a stint at a boarding school in
New Hampshire, she went back to the West
Coast to work at boarding school in San
Francisco, with no intention of returning east.
In 2014 she was searching for a new position
when Darrow’s Head of School Simon Holzapfel discovered her resume and gave her a call.
“I really didn’t want to come back east but
Simon and I talked for probably half an hour
and, as the call was going on, I could feel myself getting more and more excited about the
prospect of working at Darrow,” she said.
She first visited the Mountainside during
Maple Fest and was immediately hooked.
“I saw those Shaker buildings and thought,
oh, okay, I guess I’m going to live here now. I
didn’t even have the job yet but I knew I was
going to take it if it was offered. I knew Darrow
would give me an opportunity to develop
while also putting down roots.”

14
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Dean of Students Kate
Johansen (seated,
center) at her weekly
meeting with Core
Leaders (from left):
Leah Seserman
’19, Herman Tu ’19,
Maddie Nicholson ’18,
Mickey Mastrianni ’18,
and Sam LaPell ’18.

It is so important for teenagers
to know that they can bump up
against the boundaries of our
culture and community, that they
can break the rules, yet know they
will be supported and cared for.
She was named Dean of Students in 2014
and quickly established a reputation as a supportive and firm administrator able to impose
order while providing students with the room
to make mistakes.
“Adolescence is such a transitional time
in our lives,” she said. “Teenagers are busy
doing the work of becoming people, trying
things on and checking out different personas
to see who they’re going to be. They can be
infuriating, and fun, and passionate; there’s
an energy to adolescence. It is so important
for teenagers to know that they can bump
up against the boundaries of our culture and
community, that they can break the rules, yet
know they will be supported and cared for.”
There is a fine line between serving the role
of a caring counselor and disciplinarian dean.
“My instinct is to be the mean dean with
the clipboard,” Johansen said. “I like order. I

like rules. I don’t like chaos. That is who I am
intrinsically. Part of what drew me to counseling is developing that broader sense of why
rules matter. Sometimes the emotional need
is simply knowing that there are boundaries.
Kids need that structure.”
Walking that fine line, however, can take
its toll, particularly when it gets personal. A
recent incident in which she was publicly criticized by a student left Johansen feeling hurt.
“I don’t hide who I am, or the fact that I’m a
person with feelings,” she said. “It’s okay to
rebel against ‘the man’ but it was ‘the man’
who cooked you breakfast on Sunday, or
cheered for you at a game yesterday. When
students realize that, it opens the door for
conversation about what they are really feeling. The most important thing for teenagers to
realize is that we are all people. Some of the
most valuable moments I’ve ever had were
when I said I was sorry, and that I could have
handled something better than I did.”
In addition to coaching the Girls Varsity
Softball team, one of her favorite duties outside of the Dean’s Office, she said, has been
teaching a literature class called Sacred Texts,
in which she and her students explore world
religions centering on creation, sin, destruction, redemption, and salvation.

STUDENT
PROFILE

Starting Over as Seniors
As is tradition, Darrow celebrates the start
of each school year with a Convocation
ceremony, after which the community gathers
on the banks of Tannery Pond to light candles.
For students new to the Mountainside, it’s
a time to reflect on the new friendships and
challenges the coming year will bring.
At the September 2017 ceremony, six of the
students gathered at the pond were thinking
more about the year that had passed than the
year ahead, because Darrow was not where
they imagined they would be.
In October 2016, the Catholic Diocese of
Springfield announced that, due to lagging
enrollment, Pittsfield’s St. Joseph Central
High School—the only Catholic high school
in Berkshire County—would close its doors in
June 2017. Rising seniors Robert Paterson ’18,
William Sohl ’18, Royanne Jordao ’18, Jacob
Felix ’18, Marianne Pettograsso ’18, and rising
junior Michael Eurquhart ’19 found themselves
without a school. Their reactions to the news
included shock, dismay, and grief. It was
especially hard for the five rising seniors, who
would be forced to spend their final year at a
different school.
“It was devastating knowing you weren’t
going to graduate from a place where you’ve
spent so many years,” said Robert, who
played three sports at St. Joe’s.
“It was really sad,” said Michael, who was
a sophomore when he first heard St. Joe’s
would be closing. “It didn’t feel real at first.
I never thought I would go to a different
school.”
“What made me the most upset was not being able to graduate with my best friends, who
I’d been with for between nine and 12 years,”
Marianne said. “It was a time when you’re supposed to be looking for colleges but, instead,
I was looking for a high school.”
Months later, Royanne said, she was still
crying. “It was really hard and stressful. My
sister went to St. Joe’s before me, and my
best friend since sixth grade ended up going
to a different school for senior year than I did.
I didn’t want to be starting over as that weird
senior who is supposed to have been in a

From left (front):
Robert Paterson
’18, William Sohl
’18, Royanne
Jordao ’18, Jacob
Felix ’18, Marianne
Pettograsso ’18;
(rear) Michael
Eurquhart ’19

school for many years, but has to ask where
the bathroom is.”
Darrow, which had enabled the students
to come to the Mountainside by providing a
discounted tuition to St. Joe’s students, also
had concerns about assimilating the students
into the community.
“I was really nervous about it, especially
with so many of them being seniors,” said
Kate Johansen, Dean of Students, who noted
that the Class of 2018 is one of the largest in
recent history, with a significant number of
four-year seniors. “They were coming into a
senior class that was already well bonded,
with a large number of students who had
been together for a long time. But I was
worried for nothing, because 24 hours later
they were completely integrated and making
friends. They just jumped right in, and Darrow’s seniors opened up to them right away.”
In fact, though the students say they tried
to keep to themselves, the overwhelming Darrow welcome made that almost impossible.
“The first couple of days I just hung around
with (the St. Joe’s kids) and I really didn’t talk
too much to anyone else,” said Michael. “But
as I started to talk to other people, I started
to like it more and more. People were almost
too nice about it,” he said. ”I would just give
quick answers and then they would follow me

around asking me these long questions.”
“They were so nice, it was weird,” Robert
said. “That first day, when we stood around
the pond and sang together, I went home and
told my mother it was kind of cultish.”
Adjustments also needed to be made in
order to live in a diverse community where
most students are boarders.
“It was a lot different than St. Joe’s,” said
Jacob. “A lot more things were said at St.
Joe’s that are not said here. I found out that
it’s much easier to offend someone here, even
if you’re not meaning to offend someone. “
“I think we had to learn some lessons being
here,” said Will. “Everyone was pretty good
about it but we had to discover some boundaries that would have been okay at
St. Joe’s but weren’t here.”
“If I had the choice, I would go back to St.
Joe’s in a heartbeat,” he added. “But I appreciate Darrow and being able to be here. One
thing that Darrow has is great teachers. It’s the
best school for me right now.”
Over the course of the year, the St. Joe’s
students have adapted and excelled in athletics, academics, and in the arts, Johansen said,
and have made a positive impression on their
classmates and their teachers.
“They really are a remarkable group,” she
said.
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Artist in Residence
Maggie Mailer in
her studio in the
Joline Arts Center

Maggie Mailer: Landscapes and Boundaries
As an English major at Columbia University, Maggie Mailer knew she would make an
excellent artist.
“I would sit in my classes and draw my
notes,” said Darrow’s Artist in Residence. “It
was something I used to do as a kid. I had this
idea that if I listened to a conversation while
drawing, I could draw the conversation into
the lines, and somehow embed the content
into the drawing.”
The technique didn’t beget academic success, she said, and she quickly abandoned
it. But it helped her connect with her calling
as an artist, a calling deeply ingrained in her
family lineage as the daughter of legendary
American novelist, journalist, and playwright
Norman Mailer, and jazz vocalist Carol Stevens, both of whom she cites as powerful
influences on her artistic inclination.
“My father set the template for being an artist. Growing up, I took it for granted that being
an artist was a life I could live. Unlike some
families, in which pursuing art as a profession
could be discouraged, in my family it was
seen as the only viable path for a human,” she
joked, and quickly noted that her siblings are
writers, painters, and filmmakers. Her mother
strongly encouraged her art by exposing her
to museums, galleries, and performances and
providing books and art supplies.
Mailer also enjoyed growing up in the best
of two worlds, the exciting cultural atmosphere of New York City and the pastoral
beauty of a Berkshires farmhouse. “The two
16
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worlds complemented each other,” she said. “I
had this intense level of stimulation in the city,
and I had the openness of the country, which
gave me the space to dream. I spent hours
alone in the fields, living in my imagination.”
After starting her career in the trendy
DUMBO arts district of Brooklyn, New York,
she found herself “completely immersed” in
studio life and incorporating the aggressive
and explosive nature of city living into her
work. Soon, she sought to soothe the frenetic
energy by infusing the idyllic landscapes of
her youth into her paintings.
After moving to Pittsfield, Massachusetts,
in 2002 she noticed a lack of public art
throughout the city, as well as many empty
storefronts. Putting the two observations
together, she said, inspired her to found the
Storefront Artists Project.
“I was testing an idea that germinated
in Brooklyn, of creating a fluid boundary
between the studio and the outside world.
I started asking store owners to lend their
empty, unrented storefronts to artists as an
experiment,” Mailer said. “The idea was not
to have the artist on display, or to put finished
work in the window. It was something very
much in concert with Darrow’s ethos, which
is trying things out and pushing one’s sense
of what is possible and what is comfortable;
doing things you’re not necessarily good at,
and putting what is normally a private process
for an artist into a public setting.”
The project, which helped spark a cultural

revitalization in Pittsfield, ended in 2012 but
Mailer’s passion for territories and boundaries
persisted. In 2007 she and John Wendling
were married, and the couple lives in New
Lebanon, New York, with their eight-year-old
son, Nicholas. In a car pool with Darrow’s
former Director of Studies Ingrid Gustavson,
she learned about Darrow and the Artist in
Residence program.
“I was working in the studio full-time and
missed the community connection that I
had experienced with the project,” she said.
“Darrow was exactly what I was looking for.”
In November 2017, soon after starting her
residency at Darrow, she was invited to create
an installation titled “Scissor Language” for
Artisterium 10, a contemporary art exhibition in
Tbilisi, Georgia. (Read more at www.medium.
com/darrow-voices.) In addition to paintings,
the exhibition used everyday objects like
clotheslines, fabric, laundry baskets, and
tape to express concepts such as linearity,
geopolitics, power, and transience.
In addition to teaching a Darrow course
entitled “Mapping the Invisible,” Mailer has
been hard at work on her showcase exhibition,
“Signals and Disruptions,” which will debut
at Spring Family Weekend April 27–28. The
show marks a return from the assemblage on
display in Tbilisi to her roots as a painter.
“I’m always falling in and out of love with
painting,” she said. “It’s sort of a painter’s thing to
do. Painters always seem guilty about painting,
but once you get hooked, it doesn’t let go.”

FROM THE
BOARD

How Do I Get My Head Around This?
One of the pleasures and challenges of chairing a private school’s Board
of Trustees is constantly working with
the Head of School. The pleasurable part of my job is that Simon, our
head, is an incredible individual. He’s
extremely smart, a quick learner, full
of energy, and easy to communicate
with. We have a set weekly call to
catch up and discuss issues, we share
multiple readings and emails throughout the month, and we both end up
spending shared time with committee
work on conference calls.
So, if Simon’s such a great guy,
why did I mention “challenges” in my
opening sentence? Remember the
1992 book, Men Are from Mars, Women Are from Venus? It shared insights
into how communication between
the sexes often feels like talking to
an alien. Neither Simon, nor I, consider ourselves aliens. The challenge
part of the equation comes from our
backgrounds. I have been an incurable entrepreneur all of my adult life.
Simon is a lifelong academic. The first
time Simon used the word “pedagogy” in a conversation, I had to look up
the meaning once we finished talking.
When I suggested one year that we
do a “break even” analysis on the
budget, he was likewise in the dark.
Though we see things from different
perspectives, I have grown to see
that difference as a strength in our
relationship rather than a weakness or
an obstacle. We tend to now “frame”
solutions when we collaborate to
solve a problem; I share how I would
solve the problem if it occurred in
my business, and Simon shares how
the solution would affect student and
teacher outcomes.
Simon’s business acumen has
grown immensely in the four years we
have worked together. He can spread-

Though we see
things from different
perspectives, I have
grown to see that
difference as a strength
in our relationship
rather than a weakness
or an obstacle.
Board of Trustees Chair Bob Kee ’71 (left)
and Head of School Simon Holzapfel at
a recent meeting of the Darrow Board of
Trustees

sheet (yes, I think of it as a verb) with
the best of them, analyze budgets, do
cash flow projections, and understand
the driving forces behind Darrow’s
continued strength and longevity. For
my part, I have learned much about
how teachers think, what a generation
of students who have never known
a non-digital world do with their free
time, and how to build better teams.
The other role that I sometimes find
myself in is that of coach. Simon and I
always retire to his residence, Whittaker House, after our quarterly trustee
meetings to debrief on what we’ve
done over the weekend.
When we did this after the fall 2017
meeting, I sensed that Simon was
more stressed than usual. We talked it
out, and I suggested that he delegate
some more tasks to his excellent administrative team, and thus make more
time to network with other schools’
heads and boarding school problem-solvers who could share their in-

sights with him. He has done that and
clearly exceeded my expectations.
After our last meeting of the year,
he confided in me that he had a
question about contingency planning
for a downturn that had been keeping
him awake at night. I shared a solution
with him that came from my own experience during an industry downturn.
He loved the solution and reported
later in the week that he had slept the
best he had in months.
I believe a school is considerably
stronger when the chair and the head
are aligned and friends. I feel fortunate to have that relationship as we
move forward with our work at Darrow.

Bob Kee ’71, Chair
Board of Trustees
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Pathways

From the Andes to
the Berkshires, a small
world of big discoveries
It was during a 2008 Darrow Spring Term “Biking the Berkshires”

excursion that Eli Bennett ’09, Noah McCarter ’09, and faculty member
Cameron Russell first shared their love for long-distance cycling.
“At that time, I’m not sure that any of us would have imagined ourselves in Tierra del Fuego,” Bennett said.
In 2017 the trio launched Mundo Pequeño (www.mundopequeno.
org), a 12,000-mile, 11-month, cross-continental cycling journey that
would take them from the southern tip of Argentina in January to the
Canadian border north of Burlington, Vermont, in November.
In 2010, Bennett completed
his first cross-country bike
ride, from the east to Portland,
Oregon, where Russell was
then living. Russell had
completed his own solo ride
in South America between
his first two years teaching at
Darrow, and while visiting they
first entertained the notion of
riding across two continents,
from South America to Canada.
“There were several reflections that came out of my
first trip to South America that
informed my trip with Eli and
Noah,” Russell said. One of
those reflections was about
solitude. Although he didn’t
feel lonely while riding, having
no one to share the experience
with during and afterward
made him consider riding with
friends the next time.
It was also the opportunity
to meet so many others along the path that inspired his desire to share
the experience.
“While biking by myself, I had so many random acts of kindness and
generosity bestowed on me,” Russell said. “All of these experiences
made me reflect on the goodness of people everywhere, regardless
of background or nationality. This is where the idea of Small World—
Mundo Pequeño—came from.”

continued on page 20
From left: Eli Bennet ’09, Noah McCarter ’09,
and Cameron Russell atop Cerro Guanaco in
Tierra del Fuego National Park, Argentina
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continued from page 19
McCarter—who had been Russell’s advisee
at Darrow and had traveled internationally and
worked as a wilderness guide—also enjoyed
meeting world travelers who had spent years
criss-crossing the globe.
“I wanted to know what it was like to cast
myself into the unknown and travel the world,”
he said. “I wanted to set out on a quest and
test myself against whatever hardships might
come.”
In 2016 they set about evaluating and testing gear, researching routes, and preparing
physically. Although embarking from a location
close to home, and traveling north to south,
would have been easier, they opted to go from
south to north instead, for emotional reasons.
“Even though we started far from home,”
Russell said, “it was really helpful for me to
know that every day I rode put me closer to
my family and friends.”
“For me, starting out was really exciting,”
McCarter said. “I loved setting out into the
unknown with so many miles of adventure
ahead. I can honestly say that I never thought
about quitting and never wanted to be anywhere else. This trip was the realization of a
dream for me and the adventure of a lifetime. I
wouldn’t have given it up for anything.”

Russell, on the other hand, began to experience doubts about two months into the ride.
With 10,000 miles still to come, he entertained
thoughts of quitting.
“There were definitely tears and moments
when I questioned why I had chosen to do
this,” he said. “I think it’s a normal part of
getting through a trip like this. You have to be
humble and know that you might not make it.
That humility is part of what kept me going.”
Getting the rugged terrain of southern
South America out of the way first was also a
compelling motivation for riding north. Bennet
remembers the winds of Tierra del Fuego being especially challenging, and slowing their
pace significantly.
“One day we only made it about eight
miles after three hours of riding,” he said.
“That also made us think about how much
more challenging it might have been to face
those challenges in the last months of the
trip,” Russell said, “while simultaneously distancing ourselves from home.”
They also encountered rough weather,
steep grades, injuries, insects, medical
ailments, and equipment failures at various
stages, testing their physical endurance as
well as their bonds with each other.

Cruising through Torres del Paine National Park in Chile’s Patagonia region
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“There were
definitely tears and
moments when I
questioned why I
had chosen to do this.
That humility
is part of what
kept me going.”
—Cameron Russell
“The most difficult challenge was
managing the relationships among the
three of us,” Bennett said. “The freedom
and awesomeness of the adventure was
contrasted by having two other people who
were a constant part of nearly every aspect
of life. But the benefit of having two others to
share the adventure with outweighed those
struggles.”
“Getting through that together was the
single biggest challenge,” Russell said. “There
were times when we climbed for 13 hours
without rest, others when we carried 10 liters
of water each, along with 10 days of food at
a time. The biggest things that we took from
a lot of these challenges, and that now seem
transferable to everyday life, were that sometimes you just can’t control what happens in
life. It starts pouring, tough. You got a flat tire,
too bad, change it. Your furnace broke, okay,
it happened. Life goes on. Being on a trip
like this put some things in perspective and
helped us appreciate the little things in life.”
“Tolerance was the manifestation of conviction,” McCarter said. “I was willing to tolerate
whatever the challenges might be for the sake
of finishing what we set out to do, and returning to share our story of connection.”
Despite the struggles, all three agree the
peaks transcended the valleys.

“The best part of the trip was an overwhelming sense of freedom and feeling of
curiosity for what might be around the next
curve,” Bennet said. “Life is very simple. All
the belongings I needed to survive across
two continents and eleven months were
packed in a few bags on my bike. After a few
months, the routine just becomes life; the traveling feels as normal as life back home.”
“Every day held new experiences.
Wandering in open-air markets, seeing the
architecture of ancient civilizations, and
continually being awed by the beauty of
the natural world are experiences that held
wonder for me,” McCarter said. “Some of
the moments that stand out the most were
some of the hardest. Crossing Bolivia was
one of the most challenging parts of the trip
but also one of my favorites. The mountains
of Patagonia were challenging to ride over,
but I am already planning to return there this
coming winter to explore them more.”
Whether giddily flying down a descent, having conversations with local children asking
about the trip, or enjoying meals after long
days in the saddle, the biggest things were
often the littlest moments, Russell said.
“We set out to record the experiences of
shared humanity and goodness that we had
hoped to encounter, and that absolutely happened,” he said. “The world is full of amazing,
kind, beautiful, smart, compassionate people,
and many shared their lives with us every
day. Drinking the glacial run-off from streams
in Patagonia, being welcomed by the cycling
culture and warm people of Colombia, riding
over the Andes too many times, being in the
middle of nowhere in Bolivia, and reaching
the highest altitudes any of us had ever encountered (15,000–16,000 ft.) were all great
times; too many to count.”
In November, shortly before ending their
trip at the Canadian border, the riders pulled
into Darrow for a visit, where they met students, had lunch, and reunited with friends.
“Darrow is what connected us all,” Russell
said. “The School very much supports an
experiential learning environment, which is
exactly what this trip was for us. Darrow is what
brought us all together in the first place. Darrow has and will continue to connect people in
doing all sorts of things.”

The trio visited Mamita, who was Cameron’s homestay mother when he studied abroad in
Nicaragua while in college. They stayed with her for several nights in Managua, Nicaragua.

From the Andes to the Mountainside, in November, on the final leg of their trip, Cameron (left),
Eli (center), and Noah (right) pulled into Darrow for a visit with Head of School Simon Holzapfel
(second from left) and Director of Facilities Jim Bennett P’09, P’11, Eli’s dad.
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Two bikes, some pit bulls, tubes of butt butter, and a vision
by Sam Harper ’74
Mike Romanow and I, Darrow roommates
in 1974, had long mumbled about doing a
bike adventure that took us to the outer edge
of our physical capabilities. With the years
creeping up on us, our ailing parents passed,
our nests empty, our careers our own, we no
longer had an excuse NOT to do something
nuts.
After a year of planning and training, we
flew to Seattle on August 11, 2017. We’d decided to bike from west to east because if we
went the other way, we wouldn’t get over the
Rockies before the first snow in late September. To avoid the heat, our route took us close
to the Canadian border, through Washington,
Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Ontario, New York and,
finally, Massachusetts. We budgeted 60 days
for the more than 4,000-mile trek. Mike would
navigate and lead the whole way, because I
suffer from a degenerative eye disease that
makes reading maps and spotting road obstacles difficult. I would maintain our electrolyte
schedule and keep a daily journal.
First entry:
August 13. 24 hours until go time. As well
organized as we are with our hazard-yellow
clothing, our electrolyte pills (taken hourly
to prevent dehydration and cramping), and
tubes of ‘butt butter’ to prevent saddle sores,
we’re anxious. We have maps, but there is no
map to what these two 60-something guys
are going to experience over the next two
months. Katie Humes ’76, catches us at a
bike shop where we’re picking up a part. She
gives us ‘Washington’ stickers for our bikes.
Good omen. Thanks, Katie!
Even with Katie’s stickers, the 463 miles
from Anacortes to Sandpoint, Idaho, were the
most difficult of the trip.
Day 1: Back-tire dipping ceremony in the
Pacific, and we are off! Well, sort of. We take
a wrong turn and add 16 miles to our 64-mile
day. Ouch. Rookie error. Roll into Marblemount at 6:00 p.m., exhausted and starving.
Some clown in the diner tells Mike to watch
his language. “Hey, dude! We just biked 80
miles. We’re allowed to swear a little!”
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Mike Romanow ’74,
and Sam Harper ’74,
dip their rear tires into
the Pacific at Seattle,
WA, in August 2017.

Day 1 was comedy. Day 2 was all drama.
“We knew going into the trip that Day 2
into the Cascades would be a monster, but
no part of my two-month training on the back
roads of Connecticut prepared me for this
heat and this grade. We’re on the pedals for
a full 10 hours, eight of them uphill. We roll
into the Mazama, Washington, grocery store,
crazy exhausted and famished. We load up
on salami and cheese, eat like wolves and
crash in our very comfortable motel.
Fortunately, we had a few days of less
challenging, gorgeous terrain following the
Cascades. Unfortunately, these remote,
gorgeous roads were overpopulated with
unleashed dogs.
We had prepared for heat. We had prepared for rain. But we had not prepared for
dogs. I had to outrun an aggressive pit bull
and tweaked my knee.
As a result, by the time we got to Sandpoint,
Idaho, I could only pedal with one leg.
Day 7: I have my first thoughts of quitting.
How will I get over Logan Pass with one leg
and blossoming saddle sores? We decide
to take a rest day to watch the eclipse and
search for ointments and pain relievers.

Day 7 was a turning point for me. When I
went to bed that night, I had this thought:
I started this ride with doubts and fears,
and those doubts and fears have undermined the determination I HAVE to finish.
Resolve: vanquish doubt, vanquish fear, and
finish on a bike or a stretcher.
And then I fell into a coma sleep and had a
dream so comforting that I will return to it for
the rest of the trip (and the rest of my life) for
peace and strength:
I am met in shady woods by a Kalispel
tribesman. As he leads me through the pines
he tells me that I may lose my vision, but I
will always be able to see. The tribesman
explains that there is a life-force beyond
what we see, and that everything in life,
every object, every person, every natural
wonder contains a spirit that never dies.
During the 584 miles from Sandpoint to
Havre, Montana, we found our rhythm.
In a groove now and finding that priorities shift during the day. Or maybe I just get
dumber as the day goes on. The first few
hours are bliss: sunrise, cool, lots of energy.
Spiritual and contemplative. By hour four, I’m
out of the moment and examining aspects

of my past and future. By hour six, I’m either
singing the same bad song over and over
again, or obsessing about beer and food.
Our routine didn’t vary. At the end of a
day, we planned the following day, picking a
destination 60 to 70 miles away, and reserving a motel room. We’d eat a huge dinner,
sleep 10 hours, eat a huge breakfast, then
try to get to our destination before 3:00 p.m.
so our bodies had time to recover. Mike and
I shared a motel room the first week until we
both realized that private time was critical to
our mental health. Or, rather, critical to not
strangling each other.
Mike’s snoring is driving me nuts. And my
complaining about his snoring is driving him
nuts. Time to discuss divorce.
We took separate rooms outside Glacier
National Park, and prepared for what was
billed as the hardest climb of the trip, an
11-mile incline up Logan Pass that had to be
done before 11:00 a.m., when the park service
closed the road to bicycle traffic.
We set our alarms for 5:00 a.m. Up and
out in the dark to start the climb, which, after
the Cascades, seems very manageable. We
keep pedaling, waiting for a really challenging incline that never comes. We make the
pass at 10:00 a.m. and Yahoooooo! Spectacular downhill. 36 miles an hour!”
The forests in the northwest and Canada
were tinder dry and burning when we biked
through. Wildfire smoke chased us into eastern Montana.
Too sad what’s happening to the environment. The wilderness areas that we’ve rolled
through are vast, beautiful, and silent except
for the wind, the grasshoppers, and the quail
that we stir up. I feel an electrifying connection with nature and Earth. The promise of
the Kalispel tribesman fulfilled. Hate to see it
all lost to global warming.
We met a few bikers along the way, but
most of our social interactions occurred in the
cafes, rest stops, and motels.
Had an amazing conversation with a blind
28-year-old man. He lost his vision in a freak
accident when he was 25. I reference my
failing vision and he tells me to stop wasting
time worrying about it. “You can do everything except drive, so get busy doing everything.” Get busy doing everything! Love that.
We followed his advice, coasting with tail
winds, leaning into headwinds, powering
through 2,000 miles, and letting the road
throw wisdom at us:

Mike and Sam dip their front tires into the Atlantic
at Bourne, Massachusetts, completing their crosscountry journey.

Is there anything better than a hamburger,
or a soft mattress, or smooth pavement, or
wind in the trees?
When you’re on a bike, there’s no such
thing as flat. Even in the mid-west.
You don’t have to be in fantastic shape
to make this trip. Yes, you have to be in
reasonable shape, and confident in your
biking skills, but this trip is 90 percent about
perseverance. Just keep pedaling.
Shocking how much expectation impacts a
day. Expect the day to be easy, and it’s hard.
Expect it to be hard, and it’s easy. The only
thing for sure is that the day is never what
you planned. There are always unscheduled
detours, bumps, road kill.
The only stretch of road that didn’t provide
wisdom was Interstate 94, which we were
forced to ride for 14 miles.
Had to do 14 miles on Interstate 94 today.
Horrifying! Rumble strip took up most of the
shoulder. Most of the truckers give us plenty
of room, but a few don’t and we literally get
sucked into the draft as it blows by.
Amazingly, we didn’t have our first major
mechanical failure until we were in Wisconsin’s lake country.
My derailleur exploded on an uphill, 16
miles from Eagle River and the nearest bike
shop. Mike says we’re going to have to walk
it. I, being a New Yorker, decide to look for an
Uber. My phone tells me that there’s a brand
new cab service in Eagle River and YES!
They will pick us up and YES! They will notify
the bike shop that we’re on the way. And
YES! Two hours later the bike is fixed and
we’re eating sweet potato fries in an Eagle
River restaurant.
On the first day of autumn, we reached
Eastern Standard Time and Lake Michigan.

The Upper Peninsula was a scorching 92
degrees. We suffered all the way to Elk
Rapids, where we had dinner with David
Halperin ’73, and his wife, Carol, a great
couple leading a very interesting life between
their homes in Michigan and Mexico. During
the meal Carol asked if the trip has been fun.
This trip is bigger than “fun,” each day providing adventure and at least one moment
that is profoundly uplifting. Like dinner with
David and Carol.
October was the home stretch, through
Ontario, along the north coast of Lake Erie,
into New York at Niagara Falls, and then on
the Erie Canal bike path much of the way to
Massachusetts. The saddle sores that had
been plaguing me since Sandpoint reached
critical mass during the last week, causing
brief, eye-watering pain every morning.
Trying to get something positive from this
pain; thoughts on wounds; those damaged
parts of us that sabotage our happiness
need to be treated with respect and love, and
nurtured, maybe more than the better parts of
ourselves. That’s how self-healing begins.
We rode pure excitement from Troy, New
York, to Darrow. George Thompson ’75 and
Mike Hardiman ’75 happened to be on campus when we rolled in.
Great to see Simon, Craig, Steve, and
former schoolmates. Simon insists that Mike
and I can easily do the remaining 52 miles to
Northampton, Massachusetts, today. Does
he know that we’re in our 60s? Pride and a
dearth of hostelries push us through the afternoon, into evening, and straight to dinner
with Phil O’Donahue ’74, Valle Dwight ’75,
and their son Aidan.
There were so many conflicting emotions
as we rode the last miles of this journey. We
were ready for it to be over and we weren’t
ready for it to be over. I found myself biking
slower as we approached the Bourne Bridge,
wanting it to last.
The last day was, appropriately, the rainiest
we’d had on the whole trip.
Not sure what is rain and what are tears
as Mike and I pull up to the Atlantic shore in
Bourne, Massachusetts, and find a group of
friends and family waiting for us, cheering,
waving “Welcome Home!” signs. Hugs all
around, then Mike and I roll up to the water’s
edge and dip our front tires. The ride is done,
but the journey continues.
A month later, Mike and I made plans for our
2018 trip. Niagara Falls to Bar Harbor, Maine.
DARROW SCHOOL
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Awa r e n e s s + Ac t io n = G lo b a l C i t i z e n s h i p

Now

accepting applications for Global
Citizenship! Yes, you too can be
a Global Citizen; and the benefits
are supreme! That’s right kids, with your GC
passport, you can cross all borders at will.
Stay, live, work, study, tour, for as long as
you like in any state across the planet. No
travel bans, no unfriendly looks, forget about
ethnic profiling by law enforcement, and no
worries about luggage restrictions. In fact,
your specially marked GC license plate will
immunize your car from being towed away.
G’head, park anywhere you like.
But wait, it gets even better: There is
no global authority to tax your income, no
universal army seeking to draft you, no ecu
menical symbols or governments to shun
or pledge allegiance to, and no global team
to break your heart every four years at the
World Cup tournament.
So, you might be asking at this point,
where do I apply?
Well, sorry, but there is no such credential
for the title of Global Citizen. No immigration
control clerk will accept this fictitious passport for admission into any state. Nevermind
universal nonrecognition, there isn’t even a
common definition to the moniker, Global Citizen. But, like so many of the terms associated with our hyper-connected world that have
grafted themselves onto the modern lexicon,
its increasing ubiquity insists that we establish a common definition for Global Citizen.
Just as citizenship to any state or formal
affiliation with any polity, GC connotes
entitlement to rights and responsibilities,
and adherence to, and being bound by,
laws. Because there is no global sovereignty—no single, overarching authority governing the world—we are left with case-specific
and culture-specific definitions.
Here’s how we do it in Darrow’s Global
Citizenship course, which is the History
Department’s year-long curriculum for
the 10th grade. Our definition resembles a
simple mathematical equation: Awareness +
Action = Global Citizenship. In other words, a
Global Citizen is one who seeks awareness
of major issues that predominate the human

Story by
Edwin Hirschfeld P’13, ’19

Photos by
Jane Feldman ’74
condition and, through design thinking,
applies that acquired knowledge to solve
real-world problems. The dynamic is cyclical
and can easily be resequenced to begin
with the recognition of real problems which
then motivate pursuit of knowledge with
which to resolve them.
In the end, it’s the same. Awareness and
Action are requisite variables that share a
codependency with our desire to improve
our world. It’s therefore essential for the
Global Citizen to get out into the real world
to appreciate the theater, the cast of characters acting upon it, and fathom (if not empathize with) the vexing dilemmas that compel
our action. To that end, the class engages in
activities such as:

Expedition to New York City’s
Ethnic Neighborhoods
Students spend a good part of each fall
semester delving into the refugee crises
spawned by the Syrian Civil War and the
drought in parched sub-Saharan Africa.
We also explore poverty and violenceinduced migration in the Americas, with
emphasis on the U.S.-Mexico border and
the complex predicaments posed to the
host state.
Having probed the interconnected themes
of human migration, poverty, and racism
for months while on campus, students are
primed to see it in actuality. So, each December, I, History Department Chair John Villinski, and one or two more faculty members
guides the Global Citizenship classes in a
day-long expedition through New York City’s
ethnic neighborhoods. The objective is to
substantiate, complement, and expand upon
classroom instruction by acquiring a multisensory experience of, and more direct appreciation for, the multiple aspects of immigration.
There are three destinations on the trip,
each with a correlated activity. The first is
East Harlem (a.k.a., Spanish Harlem, El Barrio), which presents opportunities to learn
about the Latino (especially Puerto Rican)
immigrant experience through poignant
street art. Scattered throughout the neighborhood there are approximately 15 large
and powerfully emotive murals depicting the
immigrant experience.
The Spanish Harlem activity includes a
walk through a predetermined route to visit
the murals, where students can sketch replicas, take notes, or render their own mural
design depicting their families’ immigrant
experience. There is an option for developing their graphic art into a final piece upon
return to campus.
The next destination is Chinatown, which
provides a singular opportunity for our
Chinese-speaking students to assume a
leadership role by guiding the rest of the
English speakers in navigating the neigh-

continued on page 26

Opposite page, top: History teacher Edwin Hirschfeld stands before an East Harlem building mural depicting facets of immigrant life in New York City.
Opposite page, bottom: The Global Citizenship class takes a break in front of a mural of Latin American revolutionaries, Ernesto “Che” Guevera and Pedro Albizo
Campos, on Third Ave. and 108 St.
Above: Street art applied to the base of a New York City lamp post
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continued from page 25
borhood and conducting interviews with local
folk about their immigrant experience.
The class then breaks up into small
groups—each headed by a Chinese-speaking
student and a chaperone—that conduct multiple, quick interviews according to predetermined guidelines with non-English speaking
merchants about their immigration experiences for comparison and statistical analysis
upon reconvening in class. Students also pan
the neighborhood for key ethnic/immigrant
indicators for their post-field work.
The last destination is New York’s lower
East Side, immediately adjacent to Chinatown.
Students travel back to the late 19 th–early
20th centuries to “re-live” the eastern European Jewish immigration experience with a
visit to the Tenement Museum. On the walk
through the neighborhood, the class visits the
Gwan Gong Buddhist Temple to experience
firsthand how rituals and faith preserve heritage and community links to the Old World.
On this final destination, students interact directly with a professional costumed actor portraying Victoria Confino (an adolescent Greek
immigrant, circa 1916) in the actual, preserved
tenement she lived in with her family in crowded conditions. She conveys in vivid detail (in
character) the comprehensive experience of
her immigrant perspective, while engaging
students in conversation.
Expedition to
the United Nations
For four consecutive years, Darrow School
alumnus Christopher Klein ’85 has invited
students to his former workplace at the United
States Permanent Mission to the United Nations, and also to the United Nations international headquarters.
In his capacity as political Minister Counselor, Christopher worked directly under the
U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Darrow students
have been hosted in the impressive hall
(with its commanding view of New York City)
reserved for officially hosting and addressing
foreign dignitaries and delegations. There,
students were briefed by senior State Department officials and also interacted directly
with them regarding current international
events, while getting inside perspectives on
the workings of the diplomatic corps. Stu-
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dents delivered presentations on international
topics of their choice and engaged meaningfully and substantively with State Department
officials.
Afterwards, Mr. Klein shepherded the group
across First Avenue to the U.N. international
headquarters for a tour of the compound and
the General Assembly. He was able to get our
entourage onto the Security Council floor due
to his clearance to coordinate U.S. activity in
the U.N. Security Council.
Access to this supreme locus of global
power was a singular experience granted
exclusively to authorized diplomats. Tourists,
the press, and other groups are restricted to
designated areas off the chamber floor.
Study Abroad:
The Arab-Israeli Neighborhood
As global citizens and active learners, we
address actual needs in the international community by personally connecting across cultures and solving real world problems through
collaborative design thinking.
Students in this program will earn History or
elective course credits by traveling to Israel
and the Palestinian Territories to negotiate
and draft a peace agreement between prominent Israeli and Palestinian think tanks.
We will mediate between influential
research centers that directly advise their
respective governments on policy matters.
Discovering this ancient land and immersing
ourselves in its diverse cultures are both
sweet and essential to our mission. We will
tour the region, closely examine current
peacemaking models, meet grassroots
activists, interact with ordinary citizens, and
attend college seminars on geo-strategy and
conflict resolution. A variety of fun recreational activities are included in the experience, which is open to students, alumni, and
families. No background on the subject is
necessary.
—Edwin Hirschfeld P’13, ’19 is a History
teacher and Director of the Study Abroad
Program at Darrow.

Opposite page: Three colorful murals adorning buildings in the East
Harlem section of New York City
Clockwise from above, left: Global Citizenship students interview a
store owner at the corner of Mott and Grand streets; American and
Puerto Rican flags fly in Spanish Harlem; Edwin Hirschfeld talks to
students about a Spanish Harlem mural commemorating native son,
musician, and songwriter Tito Puente; a mosaic mural titled “Espiritu”
by artist Manny Vega; students visit Kehila Kedosha Janina Synagogue
and Museum, founded on the Lower East Side of New York City by
Jewish immigrants from Greece in 1906.
Photos by Jane Feldman ’74
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Introducing the Annual Fund Loyalty Club
Introducing the Darrow School
Annual Fund Loyalty Club, a new
group created to recognize those
who have contributed to Darrow’s
Annual Fund for three or more
consecutive years. The Annual Fund
provides the resources essential to
support this Mountainside community
of active learners and engaged faculty,
and we are proud to have so many
alumni, faculty, parents, and extended
members of the Darrow family
who choose to support the School
year after year. It is the consistent
generosity of our donors that makes it
possible to achieve our goals.
We have selected our very own
Darrow Duck mascot to represent
this group of loyal donors. This spring
each member will be receiving a
welcome letter and a Darrow Duck
decal representing their level of
consecutive giving.
“I am excited to help launch this
program” says Sarah Frederick,
Associate Director of Annual Fund.
“We are so thankful for all of our
donors, at every level of giving, and
the Loyalty Club is a wonderful way to
show our appreciation to this group of
consistently amazing people.”
Members of our Loyalty Club will be
honored after 3, 5, 10, and 20 years of
consecutive giving to the Annual Fund
as of the 2016–17 fiscal year. They will
also be listed in our Annual Report
and will receive letters of recognition
as they reach the various levels of
consistent giving. We are thankful for
all of our loyal donors, and would be
happy to provide more information
about giving to Darrow.
Please contact the Advancement
Office at (518) 794-6555 if you would
like more information regarding
membership in the Annual Fund
Loyalty Club.
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DARROW SCHOOL ANNUAL FUND LOYALTY CLUB 2016–2017

Mr. Douglas Arnold P’18 (3)
Ms. Catherine Arnold P’18 (3)
Ms. Sarah Arnold-Rossetti &
Mr. Frederick Rossetti Jr. (3)
Mr. Stephen Auzenne ’71 (3)
Mr. Donal Bahrenburg ’55 P’78 (4)
Mr. Drew Barringer ’65 (4)
Mr. & Mrs. John Bell P’16 (3)
Mr. & Mrs. John Biancheri Sr. P’88 (4)
Ms. Heidi Blumenthal (4)
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Browdy GP’17 (3)
Mr. Eric Brown ’08 (3)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Bruce P’16 (3)
Ms. Luella Buono GP’17 (4)
Ms. Nancy Dunn Byers ’75 (4)
Mr. Thomas Chapman ’53 (4)
Ms. Dorothy Cholnoky GP’13, ’18, ’20 (3)
Ms. Ann L. Clark & Mr. Doug Clark (3)
Mr. R. Scott Conant ’70 (3)
Mr. Martin Conn ’56 (4)
Ms. Elaine Cooper P’17 (4)
Mr. Michael Corral P’94, ’99 (3)
Mr. Douglas Currie ’64 (3)
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Daly GP’18, ’21 (4)
Ms. Mary Jo Daly &
Mr. Robert LaPell P’18, ’21 (3)
Mr. Hamilton Dodge Jr. ’77 (4)
Mr. John Driscoll ’78 (4)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Dus P’96 (3)
Mr. Jonathan Ely ’68 (4)
Ms. Sheila Fane P’96 (3)
Dr. Stuart Fass P’99 (3)
Mr. Ira Feinman &
Ms. Marjorie Feinman P’19 (3)
Mr. & Ms. Garnet Foster P’16 (3)
Ms. Sarah Frederick &
Mr. Ryan Frederick (3)
Mr. Eugene Gaddis &
Dr. Alison Lane-Reticker (4)
Mr. & Mrs. Aaron Gagnon P’17 (4)
Ms. Melissa A. Gardner (4)
Ms. Evelyn Garstang P’18 (3)
Ms. Erin Gerrity ’05 (3)
Mr. William Gette ’62 (3)
Mr. Robert Greifeld ’05 (3)

Mrs. June Hallowell P’82 (3)
Mr. Michael Hardiman ’75 (4)
Mr. Samuel Harper ’74 (4)
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Hoopes Jr. (4)
Mr. Denton Hopper ’62 (4)
Mr. Dwight Howes ’77 (4)
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Howley P’15 (4)
Mrs. Katherine W. Jarrett P’88 (3)
Ms. Katherine Johansen (4)
Mr. & Mrs. Aldred Jones GP’17 (3)
Mr. David Kamenstein Jr. ’59 (3)
Mr. & Mrs. David H. LaMotte P’15 (4)
Mr. Donald Laronge ’51 (4)
Mr. Thomas Laurent (4)
Mr. William Le Mon ’50 (3)
Mr. Allen Lee ’71 (3)
Mr. & Mrs. Simon Litten P’95 (3)
Ms. Denise Lutz P’18 (4)
Mr. Derrick Mancini &
Ms. Elizabeth Gardner P’15 (3)
Mr. Efrem Marder P’98, ’01 (4)
Mr. & Ms. Peter McCorkle P’15 (3)
Ms. Heather McDermott (3)
Mr. David McIlvain (4)
Mr. Miles McManus &
Ms. Kate Shepherd P’18 (3)
Ms. Janet Meleney (4)
Mr. Louis Michalski &
Ms. Melanie Lee GP’18 (4)
Mr. Peter Milton ’48 (3)
Mr. Patrick Murray ’89 (4)
Mr. George Norton ’67 (3)
Ms. Kathryn O’Brien ’85 (4)
Mr. Seth O’Bryan (3)
Dr. Richard O’Leary P’11 (4)
Ms. Anne Paddock ’72 (4)
Mr. & Mrs. John Parman P’02 (4)
Ms. Patrice Angle P’14 (4)
Mr. Seth Rachlin &
Ms. Julie Rachlin P’17 (3)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Rechnitz GP’19 (3)
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Ruff P’97 (3)
Mrs. Molly Russo P’78 (4)
Ms. Crysta Ryan (4)
Dr. G. Richard Samale ’71 (3)
Ms. Heather Sano P’17 (3)
Mr. Sam Schmidt &
Ms. Amanda Powers P’14 (4)
Mr. William Shedd ’04 (4)
Mr. Frank Siciliano &
Ms. Abby Notterman P’10 (3)
Ms. Nancy Sjoberg GP’17 (3)
Ms. Nancy Slamin P’08 (3)
Mr. Geoffrey R. Smith ’64 (3)
Mrs. Althea Soest W’44 (3)

Mr. A. Keith Spence ’71 (4)
Mr. Nicholas Speranzo GP’15 (3)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Springer (3)
Mr. Peter Stephens ’69 (3)
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Swenson (4)
Mr. Oliver Taylor ’61 (4)
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Teetsel P’18 (3)
Ms. Lisa Telemaque P’19 (3)
Mr. Michael B. Terry ’60 (3)
Mr. Thomas Tift, Jr. (4)
Mr. William Tyler ’68 (4)
Ms. Belgica Urbaez P’06 (4)
Mr. John Way ’67 (4)
Mr. H. Thayer West ’67 (3)
Mr. Robert B. Wilson P’93 (4)
Ms. Natalie Winne P’18 (4)
Mr. John Wolfe ’48 (4)
Mr. Andrew Wrba (4)

Mr. Nathan Abel ’09 (5)
Mr. Ricker Alford Jr. ’55 (5)
Mr. William Anthony Jr. ’62 (9)
Mr. Andrew Barnett (5)
Ms. Alison Baxter (5)
Mr. Stuart Beard ’79 (7)
Mr. Henry Bird ’58 (7)
Mr. & Mrs. Curtis Blake P’74 (5)
Mr. A. Pierce Bounds ’67 (5)
Mr. John Carton &
Ms. Wendy Rowden P’10 (9)
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Cholnoky P’13, ’18, ’20 (7)
Mr. Peter Coan &
Ms. Lauren Mundy Coan P’13 (5)
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Cooper P’08, ’12, ’15 (5)
Mr. Thomas Couper ’75 (7)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Crowell P’16 (5)
Mr. Russell Curry ’70 (5)
Mr. James Darby Jr. P’89 (5)
Mr. Jeff Davis ’68 (7)
Mr. Daniel deMenocal Jr. ’71 (9)
Mr. Charles Detwiller III ’61 (6)
Mr. David Dickson ’66 (8)
Ms. Stephanie Drake ’12 (5)
Dr. & Mrs. Ralph Earle Jr. P’87 (5)
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Mr. James Ehrlich ’77 (5)
Mr. Charles Emerson Jr. ’61 (5)
Mr. W. Law Fotterall III ’71 (5)
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Fox P’02 (5)
Ms. Linda G. Frickman ’74 (5)
Mr. Peter Frothingham ’53 (9)
Mr. Michael Fuchs &
Ms. Myra Jacobs P’16 (5)
Mr. Francis Greenburger &
Ms. Isabelle Autones P’14 (5)
Mr. Thomas Hallowell ’82 (7)
Mr. W. James Harman II ’49 (5)
Mr. Wolcott Hinchey ’67 (7)
Mr. Alexander Hoffman GP’12 (9)
Mr. Daniel Holt ’92 (5)
Mr. Paul Houston (5)
Dr. Herbert Hudnut Jr. ’49 (5)
Ms. Katie Humes ’76 (5)
Mr. Joseph Humphreys ’57 (9)
Mr. Stephen R. Isom ’61 (5)
Mr. & Mrs. John G. Jolly P’07 (5)
Ms. Sharon Kennedy &
Mr. Joseph Budge P’10 (5)
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Klein (8)
Mr. Harold Knox ’66 (5)
Mr. Adam Kriveloff ’74 (9)
Mrs. Kristin Kilgore Kuntz ’86 (7)
Ms. Natalie Lawrence ’95 (8)
Dr. M. Barton Laws Jr. ’72 (9)
Ms. Adrienne Lazes (8)
Dr. Ted Lightburn (7)
Ms. Joanna Lightburn (7)
Mr. William L. Makepeace ’71 (5)
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Malatesta (8)
Mr. Phillips Marshall ’53 (5)
Mr. Christian M. Masters ’82 (5)
Ms. Mary Anne Mayo P’03 &
Mr. Stephen Nelson (8)
Mr. James McLean ’52 (8)
Mr. Robert McLean ’50 (6)
Mr. & Mrs. David Miller (5)
Mr. G. Scott Milnor ’71 (9)
Mr. Allen Moench ’54 (5)
Mr. Tim Mulcahy ’73 (9)
Mr. & Mrs. James Neumeister P’94 (5)
Ms. Maria Papa P’16 (6)
Mr. Raymond Polley ’53 (5)
Mr. Lawrence K. Pomeroy ’60 (6)
Mr. Ronald Potier ’52 (5)
Mr. & Ms. Joel Priest P’21 (5)
Mr. Stephen Purington (6)
Mr. Steven Ricci &
Ms. Rhea Tannenbaum (6)
Mr. & Mrs. Jay Riley (9)
Mr. H. Barton Riley (5)
Mr. Peter Rosemond ’70, P’15 (5)
Mr. Stuart Rothkopf P’84 (5)
Mr. Mark Russell ’73 (7)
Ms. Joelle Russo (6)
Mrs. Harriet H. Savage (5)
Mr. Eugene Schofield (7)
Mr. Frank Schroeder III ’61 (5)

Mrs. Marian Schwaikert P’71 (6)
Mr. Thomas Severn ’63 (6)
Mr. Mitchell Slotkin ’58 (8)
Mr. Bradley Smith ’57 (7)
Mr. Harlan L. Strader Jr. ’70 (6)
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Strahler (5)
Ms. Elizabeth R. Strickler (5)
Ms. Lydia Jamil Sussek ’82 (6)
Ms. Jane Taylor P’05 (5)
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Tilghman
GP’13, ’18, ’20 (6)
Mr. Trevor Vasey ’76 (7)
Mr. Alex Vaughn ’58 (5)
Mr. & Mrs. James T. Whitin ’67 (5)
Mr. Peter Wilmot ’59 (7)
Mr. Peter Wolcott ’56 (9)
Mrs. Harriet Wollman P’85 (6)
Mr. & Mrs. James Wood P’74 (9)

Mr. Carl Akin ’58 (13)
Mr. Thomas Auray ’82 (12)
Ms. Janet A. Bailey (16)
Mr. David Ballenger ’75 (17)
Mrs. Nancy Ballenger P’75 (14)
Mr. William Barclay III (10)
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Bell P’05 (15)
Mr. David Benson ’62 (15)
Mr. Thomas Bird ’62 & ’63 (17)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Bookbinder P’06 (13)
Mr. A. Parker Burroughs ’67 (13)
Mr. David Campbell ’70 (16)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Clarke (19)
Jonathan Clement &
Barbara Hawn P’09 (12)
Mr. George Cobb ’56 (17)
Perry Cohen & Brooke Bull (10)
Mr. and Mrs. David Cohn P’10 (12)
Mr. Mark Curry ’65 (15)
Mr. Alfredo Del Valle ’83 (10)
Mr. Willis DeLaCour ’60 (19)
Dr. Ethan Dmitrovsky ’72 (18)
Ms. Susan Drucker ’77 (15)
Ms. Linda Durfee ’72 (15)
Ms. Nancy J. Dutton (12)
Mr. & Mrs. David Fabiano P’02 (13)
Ms. Bryce Ferguson P’10 (10)
Mr. & Mrs. A. King Francis ’71, P’87, ’89 (16)
Mr. Timothy Galvin &
Ms. Ellen Sheppard P’09 (11)
Mr. Bradford Gardner ’68 (17)

Mrs. Denise Gayley (11)
Mr. John Gette ’59 (11)
Mr. Jason Gish ’87 (17)
Mr. & Mrs. Errol Glasser P’07 (12)
Dr. & Mrs. Howard Gordon P’84 (18)
Mr. David Groth ’65 (10)
Mr. Paul Gundlach ’71 (13)
Ms. Lori Friedland Guttman ’73 (14)
Mr. David Halperin ’73 &
Ms. Carol Schifman (16)
Mr. Jonathan Hart ’73 (12)
Mr. Cyrus Henry Jr. ’49 (19)
Mr. William Hintermister ’72 (15)
Mr. Simon Holzapfel (11)
Mr. William Hopkins ’54 (13)
Dr. Lansing Hoskins ’46 (17)
Mr. John Hultgren ’70 (19)
Ms. Helen Joline (13)
Mr. Jeffrey Jones &
Ms. Elaine Schott Jones P’03 (11)
Mr. Stafford Keegin ’60 (15)
Mr. & Mrs. Clyde Killian P’05 (11)
Mr. David King ’64 (19)
Mr. Fred Leinfuss ’78 (15)
Mr. Roy Leinfuss ’80 (12)
Mr. Kirk Leoni ’72 (16)
Mr. Benjamin Levine ’61 (10)
Mr. George Lyford ’54 (17)
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Manfre P’98 (16)
Ms. Roslyn Mann P’03 (16)
Mr. Jeffrey Mayer ’74 (13)
Mr. Alan Mayers ’50 (12)
Mr. James McGhie III ’71 (15)
Mr. Timothy Moore ’78 (17)
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Murad (14)
Mr. Lewis Murdock Jr. ’50 (12)
Drs. Lawrence & Danielle Mutty P’79 (16)
Mr. Norman Nicholson ’53 &
Ms. Nancy Hewett (11)
Mr. Richard Oliver ’68 (11)
Mr. Arthur Parks ’57 (11)
Mr. Gregory Perkins ’78 (12)
Mr. Sterling Pile III ’70 (12)
Mr. Peter Raff ’71 (10)
Mr. Stephen Rudy ’75 (11)
Mr. Peter Ruth ’60 (17)
Dr. Sydney Schneidman ’68 (10)
Mr. Matthew Sears ’74 (12)
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Seidman P’02 (15)
Ms. Alexa Seip ’74 & Mr. Tom Seip (19)
Mr. Clifford Shedd III &
Ms. Michelle Miller P’04 (16)
Mrs. Deborah Solbert P’77 (16)
Mr. Franz Solmssen ’53 (18)
Mr. Roger Steckler ’48 (13)
Mr. John Stewart ’48 (12)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Stover Jr. P’91 (17)
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Strecker P’06 (13)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Sutherland (11)
Mr. & Mrs. David Sweet P’01 (17)
Mr. Richard Tauber (17)
Mr. Peter Ten Broeck ’56 (13)

Mr. Laurence Van Meter (16)
Mr. Craig A. Westcott (17)
Mr. Carter White P’86, ’89 (16)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Williams (12)
Mr. & Mrs. R. Wilson Wilmer P’95 (17)
Mr. Oliver G. Wood ’47 (18)
Ms. Mary Roberts Woodbridge GP’05 (11

Prof. Donald deB. Beaver
Mr. Charles R. Booth ’55
Mrs. Douglas H. Campbell W’53
Mr. Charles Dattelbaum ’59
Mrs. Shirley Durfee
Mr. John Erb ’72
Mr. & Mrs. David Falck ’71
Mr. Herman Fellinger ’53
Mr. Jeffrey Fox ’67
Mr. Robert Glovsky ’69
Mr. John Gratiot ’68
Mr. Edward Groth III ’62
Mr. Robert Harding ’64
Ms. Angela Hawkins ’76
Mr. Lambert Heyniger ’48
Mr. Thomas Hills ’69
Dr. Kenneth Hilton ’66
Mr. Christopher Howes ’70
Ms. B. Holliday H. Hudimac
Mr. Douglas Leslie ’55
Mr. & Mrs. James McManus P’96
Mr. Loren Mintz ’53
Ms. Ann Odell
Mr. Mark Robinson ’63
Mr. M. Jack Rudnick ’66
Mr. Earl Samson III ’76
Mr. & Mrs. Henry L. Savage Jr. ’59
Mr. Andrew Schain ’72
Mr. Edwin V. Selden ’60
Mr. Carl Sharpe III ’62
Mr. Patterson Sims ’66
Mr. H. Bronson Smith ’64
Mr. Walter Taylor ’54
Mr. Warner Vaughan ’66
Mr. Peter Wadsworth ’72
Mr. & Mrs. George Wailand
Mr. Robert Warner ’60
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Wells III ’67
Mrs. Nancy Wolf
Mr. David Wood ’42
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Designing Darrow The Campus Campaign

the art of transformation
Reimagining the core of a campus
A visitor to Darrow’s campus today is
presented with a landscape that is virtually
identical to the way it appeared shortly after
the Science Building was renovated in 2012,
and not substantially different than it appeared
when the Shakers gifted their community in
1932. Despite the unprecedented fundraising
and constancy of summer construction over
the past three summers, the visual impact of
Designing Darrow: The Campus Campaign
(DDC) has been limited to building interiors.
That is about to change, big time.
The two cornerstone DDC efforts that will
add the most value to the community get
under way this spring and will dramatically
transform the center of the campus by the
opening of school in the late summer, and for
generations to come.
The Transformer
Our 40,000-sq.-ft. giant, the 1963 Dairy
Barn, will shed its skin in summer 2018 and
emerge transformed, with a whole new look
and performance standard. Continuing the
work begun in 2015 with the creation of the
Performing Arts Center and renovation of
the campus kitchen, the structure will be
completely re-clad, including replacement of
all windows, doors, roofing, and siding with
energy-performance systems. Conservative
analyses predict that this treatment could
result in $50,000 annual savings.
At the same time, three entries on the east
façade will be reconfigured to create safe,
accessible, and coherent invitations into this
multi-use flagship building. The project’s lead
architect, Michael Hardiman ’75 of Hargidon
Architecture+Design, intended the design approach to answer the question: What is it that
fills us with such respect for the Shakers?
“The mission is to uncover real beauty,”
Hardiman said, “and to ensure that, 25 years
from now, we still feel the same way about
what was done and not think that we missed a
chance to get it right.”
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Exterior renovations to
the Dairy Barn feature
new entryways, doors,
windows, siding, and
energy-conservation
measures.
Courtesy of Hardigon
Architecture+Design
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This architectural rendering depicts he Dairy Barn and pedestrian walkway as envisioned by the landscape architecture firm Wagner Hodgson. The pathway will
extend from the Tannery in the north to the Dairy Barn in the south (pictured) and will include boulevards, pathways, gathering places, outdoor classrooms, an
outdoor performance center, and other amenities designed to foster and enhance personal encounters and interactions.

Celebrating
the Commons
Mount Lebanon was developed by the
Shakers based on adherence to a system
of spiritual beliefs and moral-ethical tenets,
including their system of Millennial Laws that
guided, among other things, the configuration
of the built environment. Though they did not
design with a small coed boarding and day
school in mind, their infrastructure has served
honorably for decades in this context.
With the help of Wagner Hodgson Landscape Architecture, Darrow will add a pedestrian commons in the campus core, with
Phase One of this transformation occurring
between Wickersham, Brethrens, and the
Dairy Barn in summer 2018.
Jamie Maslyn, principal landscape architect
for the project, echoes Hardiman’s sentiment
as it pertains to the physical setting.
“The challenge was to make the commons
a place for all seasons, to really make it more
active and more a part of the day-to-day life
of the community, while remaining uniquely
Darrow,” Maslyn said. “This is why many cities

across the country are making improvements
to their public spaces, because they realize
it creates stronger community. It’s about creating an environment for people to encounter
each other, to talk, to learn, and have ideas
grow from that.”
The multipurpose green space will support
events and activities that would otherwise
happen indoors, while providing a safe and
inspiring area for students and faculty to learn,
recreate, and socialize.
The first phase of the North-South Campus
Connector—a pathway envisioned to
eventually span the distance from the Tannery
to a new residential quad across the road
from Ann Lee House—will be constructed
along the entire length of the Dairy Barn. New
walkways to the east-side entrances to this
building, including a graded ramp into the
main entrance, will alternate with three rain

gardens that capture storm water from the
Dairy Barn and surrounding landscape and
infiltrate it into the system installed as part of
the growing.greener initiative in 2012.
A great lawn with enough space to
accommodate 1,000 seats—bordered by a
central plaza, stone fireplace, and nativestone seat wall—will connect the Dairy Barn
to Wickersham. Darrow Norway spruces
will be milled and reutilized as finishes in
the renovation, and an extensive palette of
mature new trees will be added to scale the
buildings and provide context for wayfinding,
study, and shade.
Subsequent phases of the project will add
an arrival roundabout and visitor parking
between Wickersham and Brethrens, an eastwest Shared Street, and additional pathways
and lighting details.

learn more on our website
www.darrowschool.org/ddc
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Donor appreciation dinner
October 20, 2017
Above: Board of Trustees Vice-Chair Jennifer Cholnoky and her husband Peter P ’13, ’18, ’20
enjoying the Campus Core
Left: Trustees Emeriti Brad Gardner ’68, Alexa Seip ’74, and current Chair Bob Kee ’71

Above, left: Bob Kee ’71 presents lifetime giving recognition to Board Treasurer, Bart Riley, a
former faculty member.
Above, right: Board Secretary Sharon Kennedy P ’10 and Head of School Simon Holzapfel

Craig Westcott (center) introduces the design team (left
to right): Michael Hardiman ’75 of Hargidon Architecture
+ Design, Keith Wagner, Jamie Maslyn, and Eli Sands from
Wagner Hodgson Landscape Architecture.

The Darrow Chorus provides the evening’s entertainment.
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Left: Denny ’62 and Joan Hopper test drive the Darrow chair they received in recognition of
lifetime giving.
Right: Trustee Paul Gundlach ’71 and Assistant Head of School for Advancement Craig Westcott

With Thanks to Our Donors
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Darrow supporters recognized for their generosity

Above: Director of Institutional Advancement and General Counsel
Lawrence Klein and Head of School Simon Holzapfel presented a
Darrow School clock and a set of Mignon Faget designer glasses to
John ’57 and Marion Schlenker in Naples, FL. In attendance was George
MacDonell ’74 (right).
Left: At their home in Woodland Hills, CA, Phil ’53 and Emily Marshall
were recently presented with a Darrow School clock and set of Mignon
Faget designer glasses for their generous support of the School.

Above: Nancy Feinberg P’13 received her clock and glassware in Soho, New York City.
Right: Lawrence Klein presented a Planned Giving Legacy Society plaque and Mignon
Faget glasses to Molly Russo W’51, P’78 at her home in Connecticut in appreciation for
her membership in the Society and her support of the School.
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Find the Annual Report Online

The
Darrow
School
2016–2017
Annual Report

YOU

DARROW SCHOOL
ANNUAL FUND

makes possible the little moments
that mean the most.

MAKE A GIFT TODAY AND COMPLETE THE PUZZLE!
Call: 518-794-6000
Click: Support Darrow on
www.darrowschool.org
Text: to 41444 (Darrow [gift$] Name)
Mail: 110 Darrow Road,
New Lebanon, NY 12125

Visual Arts teacher, Dennis Fougère helps
students like Wylie’18 find what inspires them.
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Additionally, the online Annual
Report will list donors to the newly
created Annual Fund Loyalty Club (see
page 28), which recognizes donors
who have given consistently to Darrow.
The report can be found at www.
darrowschool.org/AnnualReport.
If you would like a printed copy
of the Annual Report, please email
Advancement Associate Amanda Chase
at chasea@darrowschool.org.
We’d like to know what you think
about the change, as well as any other
ideas you have about improving Peg
Board. Please email the editor, Steve
Ricci, at riccis@darrowschool.org to
share your input.
Thank you.

COMPLETE THE PUZZLE!

Your gift to the 2017–2018
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Everything that happens at Darrow
School is made possible by the
generosity of our many donors and
supporters. Recognizing their efforts is
extremely important to us.
Beginning with this issue of Peg
Board, we have moved the 2016–2017
Darrow School Annual Report to our
website in an effort to help streamline
publishing costs and allow for more
editorial content. The online report
will continue to list all the names of
our generous donors, as it has in the
past. These include the Lifetime Giving
Honor Society, Giving Circle Donors,
endowment, designated gifts, gifts
in memory, and the Planned Giving
Legacy Society.
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Elizabeth Bean ’14: Jungle Love
by Elizabeth Bean ’14
Since graduating from Darrow, I’ve been
traveling the Americas looking for adventure
while also attending Washington & Jefferson
College. I fell in love with Latin America and
the Spanish language during a Spring Term
trip to Ecuador my senior year at Darrow, and
now the language and culture is part of my
identity.
Over the years, I’ve received grants from my
college to study ceramics in Uruguay, environmental management in the Galapagos Islands,
and eco-tourism in Costa Rica, where I am
finishing my last semester conducting independent studies in Jungla del Jaguar (The Jaguar’s
Jungle), the remote coastal jungle I call home.
My thesis project is a study I started more
than a year ago on jaguars and other wild cats
of the Osa Peninsula. I conduct the study with
camera traps and designer fragrances such
as Chanel No. 5, Calvin Klein’s Obsession for
Men, and L’Air du Temps. The $6,000 project
has been funded by the Washington & Jefferson Environmental Studies Department, and it
has been so successful that I plan to continue
it after I graduate as the head biologist of the
organization I am co-founding, Corcovado
Rainforest Research (CCR).
CCR was created in conjunction with Jungla
del Jaguar Eco-lodge and Biological Station.
The lodge hosts student groups through biology exchange programs, and the CCR Fund
supports scientific research on the biological reserve. The data from my camera-trap
investigations contribute to large-feline and
peccary studies conducted by Osa Conservation and the Costa Rican government. The
paper summing up the results of my research
to date will be made available in May 2018.
When I first traveled to Jungla del Jaguar
the summer before my junior year of college, I
immediately fell in love with the rain forest and
the lifestyle it provided. I met a man who had
brilliantly managed to stay wild in this modern
world. He taught me how to spearfish for
food, diving deeper than 60 feet for minutes
on one breath. He taught me how to tie knots,
how to filet different species of fish, sharpen
knives, and drive a boat. Most importantly,

Elizabeth Bean ’14 in
her jungle home in
Costa Rica, where she
is studying the behavior
of wild jaguars as part
of her senior thesis at
Washington and Jefferson
College

he showed me how to live a life of constant
learning and fulfillment.
Society is seductive. It’s good at telling us
what we can’t do, can’t have, and can’t be.
There is no shortage of rules about what we
are “supposed” to be doing, and it usually just
boils down to what everybody else is doing.
Most of the time I feel like we impose these
rules on ourselves, but they are culturally
embedded in our minds, as well. When I was
a student at Darrow, I, too, wanted to be a rich
and powerful businesswoman because that
seemed to be the best quality of life I could
give myself. However, unconsciously at the
time, Darrow was teaching me that there are
endless possibilities to what I could do. Once I
began exploring the world, I sought a different
type of power—freedom.
In the jungle, I am free from the Internet
and all outside communication. I’m free to
walk outside my cabin, jump into the ocean,
and shoot myself a fish for lunch. No five-star
restaurant can compare with the flavor of
wildness. I’m free to walk around barefoot, carrying a big knife and climbing trees to collect
fruit. At night I go out on the rocks at low tide
and catch crabs with my bare hands and a butter knife. Sometimes I handline fish for sharks
to make ceviche, and about twice a year we

collect marine snails for a snail soup and big
crawdads from the fresh water streams.
When asked by professors and students at
college what I want to do after graduation, my
response is received with stricken looks of
concern and confusion: “I’ll probably continue
what I’ve been doing for the past year,” I say.
“Live in the jungle and spearfish to survive.”
I recently started making fish prints from
those we spear or catch. After I print the
fish, I paint in the details of the eyes and
make frames for them out of various types of
wood found in this primary forest. This idea
stemmed from the desire to make great art
while commemorating the beautiful creatures
that we use for food every day. People quickly
became interested in buying these prints
once they saw how they were done. I never
thought about making money with my art at
first, but it has become a great way to support
myself financially.
I’m currently building a website to showcase
this work, but it’s a bit difficult to work online
from the jungle. However, you can see my
work and follow my adventures on Instagram
@jungle.thrills.
Contributions to the Corcovado Rainforest
Research Fund can be made via Paypal to
corcovadoresearch@gmail.com.
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Alumni Notes includes news received prior to December 1, 2017. To have your update included in our next issue, please send news
and photos to Steve Ricci, Editor, 110 Darrow Road, New Lebanon, NY, 12125, or email riccis@darrowschool.org by June 30, 2018. In
the interest of space, only class years for which we have news are listed.
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Charles Detwiller III
cdetwiller@aol.com

Rik Ehmann
r.sky.bridgman@snet.net

Now that both Alfred Symonds (pictured
below at his Pittsfield, MA, home with
some Mountainside maple syrup) and his
wife are retired, they are enjoying traveling,
especially to visit their sons in California
and eastern Massachusetts.

Tom Armistead visited Darrow in September 2017 to clear trails during Hands-toWork, just a few months after completing
his hike of the Appalachian Trail in July.

66
Patterson Sims
simspatterson@hotmail.com

74

Patterson Sims writes, “It has been a good
year for the several artist-endowed foundations I work for, and Independent Curators
International, of which I am co-chair. Our
daughters, both in Southern California, are
doing well.”

Kate Sargent
kate@capecodera.com

72
Peter Wadsworth
beach.4rays@verizon.net

62
Ned Groth
nedgroth@cs.com
Dave Benson and Frank Rosenberg
(pictured at right at a gathering in Colorado Springs) with their spouses Karen and
Ellie, respectively, joined Assistant Head
of School for Advancement and External
Relations Craig Westcott and his sons, and
some of Craig’s former colleagues and
students from the Colorado Springs School
for dinner in February. Dave, Karen, and
family continue to manage a large portfolio
of rental properties in the area, and both
couples travel the world in search of good
scuba (Dave and Karen) and sparkling
gemstones (Frank and Ellie). Both intend to
join other Darrow alums from their era at
the 70th birthday bash of Anson Perina ’62
in Fort Collins, CO, on June 2, 2018. Ned
Groth ’62 is coordinating the event.
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John Hartcorn (top of next column,
with Head of School Simon Holzapfel)
of Hartcorn Furniture+Design (www.
hartcorndesign.com), stopped by the
School in February to do some creative
thinking and designing for the Designing
Darrow Campaign.

On October 11, near the end of the Dynamic
Duo’s cross-country epic, Mike Romanow
and Sam Harper (photo on page 37 and
story on page 22) made a pit stop at Darrow,
only to experience the happy coincidence
(who believes that?) of the presence of Mike
Hardiman ’75, who was on campus in his
capacity as design architect on the Dairy
Barn project, and George Thompson ’75,
who was visiting to tour all the new facilities
made possible by Designing Darrow: The
Campus Campaign (the name of which, by
the way, was Sam’s idea a few years ago).
George, who happened to have his banjo
with him, seranaded the intrepid riders with
a song before they set off to dip their front
tires in the Atlantic, completing the journey
they had begun in Seattle, WA, in August.

A LU M N I
N OTE S

Stopping by the Mountainside on the
final leg of their cross-country bike tour,
Mike Romanow ’74 (second from left) and
Sam Harper ’74 (second from right) were
met by George Thompson ’75 (left), Head
of School Simon Holzapfel (center), and
Mike Hardiman ’75 (right). Read more
about Sam’s and Mike’s tour on page 22.

RETURN TO THE
MOUNTAINSIDE
REUNION 2018

DARROW SCHOOL • JUNE 8-10

SEARCH FOR
DARROW REUNION 2018
DARROW SCHOOL
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Jeff Mayer (below, right) recently met
with Brad Gardner ’68 (left), Chair
of the Designing Darrow Campaign,
along with Lawrence Klein, for lunch at
Aldo Restaurant in Los Altos, CA. They
discussed the tremendous progress of the
campaign and the positive impacts it will
have on the School.

78
Kari Wishingrad
kwish@vom.com

Jane Feldman, co-author and photographer of Jefferson’s Children: The Story of
One American Family (pictured below),
and her co-author, Shannon Lanier, gave
a multimedia presentation as part of the
W.E.B. Du Bois Speakers Series at Monument Mountain Regional High School in
Great Barrington, MA, in October.

On his trip to Santa Monica, CA, this fall,
Lawrence Klein (below, left) met with Kirk
Baltz (right), who is traveling the world
conducting acting workshops and master
classes.

Dwight Howes
dwighthowes@gmail.com
Dwight Howes (top of next column, with
Lawrence Klein) is a partner in the Pittsburgh, PA, law firm Reed Smith, and is a
member of the firm’s Energy and Natural
Resources Group.
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80
Pamela Carpenter
707-815-2922

Linda Tishman P’15 and her husband,
Randy (pictured below), are enjoying their
waterfront home in Tampa, FL, where they
recently met with Head of School Simon
Holzapfel and Lawrence Klein. They own
the lot next to the house in which they
currently live, and will be building a new
home soon.

77

Kari Wishingrad (above, right) met
classmate Alex Schonfeld on a recent
trip to New York City. Kari is now living
in Sonoma, CA, where she has started
a business, Organizing by Kari (www.
organizingbykari.com).

Maggie Biggar (below, left) met with
Lawrence Klein in California in October.
Maggie is the producer of “Break a Hip,”
a new web series written and directed
by Cameron Watson, and starring Jason
Ritter, Allison Janney, Keith Carradine, and
Cheryl Hines. The first season won many
awards and the second season premiered
recently. Maggie also had the opportunity
in March to meet with Darrow senior
Maddie Nicholson ’18, who was in Los
Angeles to study voice acting as part of
the Senior Internship Program.

A LU M N I
N OTE S

Each year, Director of Institutional
Advancement and General Counsel
Lawrence Klein leads a student activity
trip to Albany, NY, to the annual Comic
Con (see photo below). On the most
recent trip in November, the group ran
into Jonathan Fass, who had a booth at
the show called Fass Lane Crafts, which
features products made by his wife,
Christine. (You can find Life in the Fass
Lane products on Etsy.)

02

Roy Leinfuss (above, left, at his Salida,
CO, home with Craig Westcott), continues
to cycle all over the West, especially
Colorado, while supporting the live music
scene. Roy dreams of riding from New
Orleans to Darrow a few summers from
now to celebrate his 40 th Reunion on the
Mountainside.

81
Burke Jones
burkej@BULICODE.com
Brad Bryant (below, right) joined Craig
Westcott to shoot a few racks of pool in
downtown Denver in February 2018. Brad
continues to work in the telecom industry
and enjoys the Colorado lifestyle with his
family.

Noelle E. Moore
noellehughes@gmail.com

99

Darrow School Trustee Jennifer Rodriguez
(below, left) and Jim McLean ’52 bridged
a half-century of Darrow history when
they met recently for brunch at the Oxford
Exchange in Tampa, FL.

Emily Keegin
Emilyelisekeegin@gmail.com
Ms. Jamie Wallace Weiler
jjlweiler@gmail.com
In February, Peter Vermeer welcomed
a baby boy, his second, named Connor
Seward Vermeer. Peter recently changed
command to become the Assistant Director
of Institutional Research at the Coast Guard
Academy.

91
Kevin Krohner
kkrohner@hotmail.com
James Kontos and his family live on a ranch
near Crested Butte, CO. He teaches skiing
at Crested Butte Mountain Ski Resort and all
over the intermountain West. He’s pictured
(top of next column) with his son, Milo, in the
ski club at the base of Crested Butte.

Jonathan Fass ’99 and the Darrow delegation at Comic Con in Albany. Kneeling: Kweku
Wooten ’20 and Issac Prusky ’19; standing (from left) Mark Mongilio ’18, Jonathan,
Lawrence Klein, and Matthew Berube ’20
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09
Shannan Pabla
irenvi@aol.com
Katelin Smith (below) started a new job this
winter at BH Management Services, LLC, a
national property-management company
in Des Moines, IA. As a special projects
analyst she helps departments across
the company make strategic decisions
using data. She is also in the process of
obtaining dual masters degrees in business
administration and business analytics at the
University of Iowa. Katelin is excited to see
all the improvements that are being made
on the Mountainside, and she plans to
attend her 10th Reunion next summer with
the Class of ’09.

12

17

Jordan Shepard
shepardnjordan@gmail.com

Class agent needed

Stephanie Drake (above, background)
enjoyed a ski day in February at
Snowmass, in Aspen, CO, with Craig
Westcott, Assistant Head of School for
Advancement and External Relations,
and Keller Westcott. After a successful
two years teaching English at Aspen High
School, Stephanie is following her dream
to work with young women, and next
school year will be taking a job as a middle
school English teacher at the Girls Athletic
Leadership Charter School in Denver, CO.

What’s News?
Have you changed jobs recently?
Received a promotion? Welcomed a
new baby? Taken a great vacation?
Share your news with Peg Board
and the Darrow community. Send
news and photos to Steve Ricci,
Editor, 110 Darrow Road, New
Lebanon, NY, 12125, or email
riccis@darrowschool.org.

SAVE THE DATE
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Catt Gagnon (pictured below with Craig
Westcott) visited the Mountainside for
October’s Fall Family Weekend, where
she addressed visiting families about her
experiences as an archaeology student
at the State University of New York at
Potsdam. Catt, who was co-valedictorian
of her class, spoke about how well
Darrow had prepared her for her studies
at Potsdam. Catt is planning to return
in May to participate in the Digging
Darrow excavation being conducted by
DigVentures. See story on page 7.

16
Class agent needed
Gabi Bruce continues to study at The New
School in New York City while remaining
active in the political sphere by leading
the tweet-worthy NYC protests down Fifth
Avenue following the 2016 presidential
election, getting arrested at the sub
sequent Inauguration (cleared up now,
fortunately), and putting her life, and legs,
on the line for civil rights in Charlottesville,
VA, all in less than two years’ time.

Baccalaureate & Commencement
June 1–2, 2018

Visit darrowschool.org for details.
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Return to the Mountainside
Alums return to Darrow to catch up with friends and teachers

Above: Elijah “Ziggy” Rachlin ’17
Right: Zion Russell ’17 with Head of School Simon
Holzapfel at Fall Family Weekend

Above: It was a family reunion when Noa Naftali ’13 (right) stopped by in
January to visit her dad, History teacher and Director of the Study Abroad
Program Edwin Hirschfeld P’13, ’19, and her brother Golan Naftali ’19.

Above: Noah Greenburger ’14 (right) stopped by the Dining Hall to visit
with Director of Visual Arts Liz Fougère and Visual Arts teacher Dennis
Fougère.
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In Memoriam
William “Bill” Ritter ’50

moved to Statesboro, AL, in 1981. He
retired from Gulf Stream Aerospace,
and enjoyed driving cars for J.C. Lewis
Ford in Savannah, GA.

Peter Kauffmann ’55

William Bradford Ritter ’50, 86, of
Stuart, FL, and Jamestown, RI, passed
away July 23, 2017, as a result of
injuries sustained in an automobile
accident. Born in Philadelphia, he was
the son of Josephine Underwood and
James Bradford Ritter. After Darrow, he
attended Worcester Polytechnic Institute and the University of Pennsylvania.
A passionate sailor since the age of 7,
he served in the U.S. Navy from 1951 to
1956. Woodworking also was a lifelong
hobby. In his early years, he designed
and made lovely wood tables, jewelry
chests, and cheese trays for family
gifts. In later years, he donated his
work to charity auctions. Bill remained
a supporter of Darrow his entire life,
participating with his class and as a
generous individual supporter. Over
the years, he made many beautiful
hardwood cutting boards for Darrow as
gifts for alumni gathering hosts.

Peter Christopher Kauffmann ’55, 80,
passed away on June 29, 2017. Born
in Cannes, France, he moved with his
family to Palm Beach, FL, in 1940. After
Darrow, he attended the University
of Virginia in Charlottesville, VA, and
worked for Look magazine and Xerox
Corporation before moving to Sarasota, FL, in 1971, where he became
a Realtor and purchased Elizabeth
Lambie Real Estate. He also served
as president of the Sarasota Board
of Realtors. Peter, who completed a
postgraduate year at Darrow in 1955
and also considered himself a member
of the Class of 1954, was an ardent
Darrow supporter for many years. He
and his wife, Kay, attended Reunions,
alumni regional gatherings, and visited
with Darrow alumni and staff often as
part of a vibrant life enjoyed in Florida.
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Wilson “Bill” Faude ’65

A. Grant Bowry ’63

Andrew Carnwath ’55
Andrew Wilkins Carnwath ’55, 80,
passed away on January 15, 2017.
Born in Bucks County, PA, to James
and Gladys Carnwath, he retired as a
gunnery sergeant for the U.S. Marine
Corps after 20 years of service. He
worked as a self-employed locksmith
on Hilton Head Island, SC, and later

the owner of Air and Energy Solutions
in Colorado for more than 24 years, and
was an active member of The Pinery
Homeowners’ Association and The
Pinery Country Club. Grant was an avid
outdoorsman, accomplished golfer, and
successful businessman. He and his
wife, Pam, were fond friends of former
Head of School Nancy Wolf, who visited
them often in their beautiful home
outside of Denver, CO, where they
hosted alumni gatherings in between
Grant’s periodic trips back to campus
for Reunion and other important events.
Grant was a phenomenal athlete—a
scratch golfer and avid skier—his entire
life. A dedicated student, he went on to
do important work in environmental air
quality, and he will be remembered at
Darrow as one of the kindest and most
generous souls to have walked the
Mountainside.

Grant Bowry ’63 passed away in
August 2017. At Darrow, Grant was a
beloved classmate of many during his
years as a student and remained a loyal
and active supporter of the School.
He served in Panama during the
Vietnam War from 1964 to 1968, was

Wilson “Bill” Hinsdale Faude ’65
died on May 22, 2017. Born February
20, 1946, he lived in the Connecticut
towns of Bloomfield, Farmington, and
West Hartford. At Darrow, Bill developed a leadership acumen that he
would manifest for the rest of his life,
making a significant positive impact
on all of the communities of which he
was a part. At Darrow he was a prefect,
National Merit Scholarship semi-finalist, and at graduation was awarded a
Faculty Citation. He attended Hobart
College and received the Canterbury
Leadership award and an honorary

diploma from the Dean of William Smith
College. In 1969 he was drafted into
the U.S. Army. He was opposed to the
Vietnam conflict but loved his country,
so he applied to become a conscientious objector to remain in the Army
as a non-combatant. His status was
approved, and in 1971 he completed his
service and was honorably discharged.
He received his MA degree from Trinity
College and was hired as the first
curator of the Mark Twain House. The
consummate community servant, he
received the Civitan International Man
of the Year award; the Thomas Hooker
Award for Community Service; and the
Distinguished Advocate for the Arts
award, among others.

Oran Selestewa ’76
Oran Selestewa ’76 passed away on
October 20, 2017, in Winslow, AZ. The
Darrow Advancement Office has little
other information; however, the website
of the Smithsonian Institute’s American Art Museum (americanart.si.edu)
includes a painting titled “Hopi Masked
Male Dancer on Red” (pictured below)
that is attributed to Oran. If you have
any information about Oran, please
contact Advancement Associate Amanda Chase at chasea@darrowschool.org.

FORMER FACULTY

Eli Jones

William Minor Aiken
William Minor Aiken, 85, passed
away on November 15, 2017, in
Portland, OR. Bill taught English and
coached baseball at Darrow from
1956–63, and then completed his
postgraduate education at Harvard
University and Boston University.
Bill made a career of his love for the
English language as a professor at the
University of Massachusetts Lowell,
as an author of numerous essays, and
as a poet. The spirit of Hands-to-Work
was strong in Bill. He built homes for
Habitat for Humanity and traveled to
the Gulf Coast after hurricanes to assist with cleanup and reconstruction.
His only lodging requirement was that
there be a piano nearby.

William Funnell
William “Rusty” Funnell served on
the Darrow faculty from 1963–1969.
Hired by John Joline III after a brief,
unfulfilling career in advertising,
Rusty loved his time at Darrow and
then South Kent School. He taught
English at Darrow, did some work in
the development office, and especially enjoyed time spent with the
boys of Ann Lee, many of whom he
was in touch with until his final days.
He returned to campus quite a bit,
most recently along with late-1960s
alumni as they returned for Reunions.
Darrow remained important to him
and he had pictures of colleagues
and students all over his house and
barn.

Arnold Messner
Arnold Messner passed away on
June 1, 2017. He was an Army veteran
who achieved the rank of captain,
served on the Darrow School faculty from 1952–1954, and retired as a
school teacher with the Great Neck
Board of Education.

Eli “Buddy” Jones, Jr., a former
resident of Tuskegee, AL, passed
away on March 6, 2018, in WinstonSalem, NC. Eli has been missed on the
Mountainside since leaving the Dining
Services program. He was beloved by
generations of students and staff as
a kind and generous man. He knew
everyone’s name and also knew not
only what foods they liked, but also
the exact amount of each dish they
preferred.

Hugh “Jim” Wright, Jr.

Jim Wright passed away on February
16, 2018. Affectionately known as “Rabbi,” Jim was the Darrow School chaplain from 1959–61, and also served as
coach of the junior varsity soccer and
baseball teams. He had a special bond
with the Class of 1962, staying in touch
over the years and attending their 50 th
Reunion on the Mountainside in 2012.
A Facebook tribute page has been
created at www.facebook.com/groups/
memoriesofjim.
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Ken Hilton ’66: A Legacy of Education
Before joining Darrow’s Planned Giving
Legacy Society, Ken Hilton ’66 spent some
time thinking about legacies—both his own
career in education and his legacy at Darrow.
“I did not come from a private school family,” he remembers. When his parents moved
from his childhood home in Westchester, New
York, Hilton found an opportunity to attend
boarding school. After reviewing several options, he chose Darrow for its natural beauty
and historical significance.
“I thrived there,” said Hilton, who lived in
Neale House with roommates Jack Rudnick
’66 and John Romack ’66, and played basketball, football, and tennis. He also indulged a
love for music, playing saxophone in the band
and singing with the Lebanon Singers.
Darrow’s greatest impact on him, however,
came from the men who became his role
models as educators, including (then headmaster) John Joline III, who, Hilton said, “could
beat me on the basketball court one-on-one
any day of the week”; Norris Howard, who
was an English teacher and the ski coach;
and Dick Nunley, who he cites as a source of
much of his educational philosophy.
“These are the people I most associate with
Darrow, men of character,” he said, “people
who you could look up to.”
After graduation, Hilton attended Hiram
College in Ohio, intending to become a music
teacher, but he soon switched majors to history and political science. He still performed
regularly, however, and one weekend while
playing at a hootenanny, he met a girl named
Annie, fell in love, and soon after, got married.
He obtained his M.A. in history from
Syracuse University in 1972 and moved to the
Philadelphia borough of Media, Pennsylvania,
where he taught at a local high school and
coached soccer. From 1980 to 2007, he
served in various administrative positions for
the Rush-Henrietta School District in western
New York State, earning a Ph.D. in history in
1991.
“My salary doubled and I stayed there for 27
years,” he said, noting that he began working
in educational administration in a series of capacities, such as research director, executive
director of school improvement, and various
other “titles of the week.”
In 2007, seeking new educational frontiers,
he applied for and received a superintenden44
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If you’re like most people, you
want to feel that your life meant
something. You want to see those
things that are important to you
flourish after you’re gone.
—Ken Hilton ’ 66
cy at the Sullivan West Central School District,
a troubled central New York State district that
had experienced legal problems and severe
community discord because of a merger of
three different districts into one.
“A number of friends and half the superintendents in the state warned me against
taking the job, but I loved it,” said Hilton,
who worked to bring the divided community
together through a series of open workshops
aimed at building a strategic plan. “I had a lot
of prior experience in community-building and
working with school boards. It just worked.”
Today Ken and Annie are retired, splitting
time between the Atlantic coast of Florida,
and a country home in Jeffersonville, New

Annie and Ken Hilton ’66

York. Their two daughters also work in education, one as a math teacher and the other as
a director of development at a private school.
When it came time to consider their estate
plans, Darrow was at the front of their minds.
“I love going to Darrow and I love what they
do,” Annie said. “But most of all, I love what it’s
done for my husband. After his father, Darrow
was the greatest influence on Ken’s life and
career.”
“I have often said to others what is true for
me,” Ken said. “Your will is your last public
letter to the world. It should be a statement
of your legacy. If you’re like most people, you
want to feel that your life meant something.
You want to see those things that are important to you flourish after you’re gone.”

Plan your giving online...
Darrow’s gift-planning website, http://darrowschool.giftplans.org, offers the
guidance needed to make an informed decision about your charitable giving
options. Find out more about how to designate Darrow as the beneficiary of:
• Simple bequests
• Trusts
• IRA disbursements

• Real property gifts
• Tangible personal property gifts
...and many more

For information, please contact Lawrence Klein, Director of Institutional Advance
ment and General Counsel, at kleinl@darrowschool.org or call (518) 794-6031.

Dream. Discover.
Create. Achieve.
[Repeat.]
At Darrow School, students respect and care for each
other. The result is a compassionate community. They
live and study alongside other students from all over
the world, and as a result they lay the foundation for
becoming global citizens and lifelong learners prepared
for college and beyond. Guided by a talented and
devoted faculty, students produce original projects
of their own design, learn to navigate challenges
and create work with tangible value. Visit Darrow
and you’ll experience a campus filled with
students deeply engaged in their own education,
actively seeking achievement, and creating
an amazing environment.

Darrow Differences
• Active Curriculum
• Asking essential questions
• Creatively charged campus
• Individual exploration
New Lebanon, NY
(518) 794-6000
www.darrowschool.org
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